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10CFR50.54(q)

File No. G25
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

South Texas Project
Units 1 and 2

Docket Nos. STN 50-498, STN 50-499

License Amendment Request for Revision to Staffing and Staff Aug mentation

Times in the South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, STP Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) hereby requests a

license amendment for approval to revise staffing and staff augmentation times described in

the South Texas Project Electric Generating Station (STPEGS) Emergency Plan. The

proposed change to the Emergency Plan is considered a Reduction in Effectiveness as

defined in 10 CFR 50.54(q)(4). Following implementation of the proposed changes, the
Emergency Plan will continue to meet the planning standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), and the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.
The enclosure to this letter provides a technical and regulatory analysis of the proposed

change. Attachments 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the enclosure provide marked-up pages and clean
pages of the affected Emergency Plan sections.

Matagorda County and the State of Texas have been notified ofSTPNOC's intent to pursue

the proposed changes. These agencies have acknowledged this intent and are in agreement.
Attachment 5 to the enclosure contains their letters of concurrence.

The proposed amendment has been reviewed and approved by the STPNOC Plant
Operations Review Committee.

Approval of the proposed amendment is requested by August 31, 2018. STPNOC requests a
9-month implementation period after the amendment is approved to accommodate training
and procedure changes.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, STPNOC is notifying the State of Texas of this license
amendment request by transmitting a copy of this letter and enclosure to the designated State
Official.

There are no commitments in this letter.

STI:34366341
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If there are any questions regarding the proposed amendment, please contact Kathleen Van

Daalen at (361) 972-8030.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ' ^}\^

Date

t)

Aldo Oapristo

Executive Vice President,

Chief Administrative Officer
kav
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ENCLOSURE

Evaluation of the Proposed Changes

Subject: License Amendment Request for Revision to Staffing and Staff Augmentation Times
in the South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan

1.0 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION
2.1 Background
2.2 Reason for Proposed Changes
2.3 Description of Proposed Changes

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
3.1 Technical Analysis
3.2 Functional Analysis
3.3 Matagorda County and the State of Texas
3.4 Conclusion

4.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION
4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements
4.2 Applicable Regulatory Guidance
4.3 Precedent
4.4 No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination
4.5 Conclusions

5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
6.0 REFERENCES
ATTACHMENTS:
1. South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan Section C
(Marked up Pages)
2. South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan Section C
(Clean Pages with Changes)
3. South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan Section G
(Marked up Pages)
4. South Texas Project Electric Generating Station Emergency Plan Section G
(Clean Pages with Changes)
5. State of Texas and Matagorda County Letters of Concurrence
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1.0 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
STP Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) proposes a revision to the South Texas
Project Electric Generating Station (STPEGS) Emergency Plan. The proposed
amendment would change the staffing and increase the staff augmentation times for

certain Emergency Response Organization (ERO) positions from 60 minutes and 75
minutes to 90 minutes from the time of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification.

2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION
2.1 Background

STPNOC uses four standard levels of emergency classification as described in NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants"
(Reference 1). Augmentation of the on-shift staff for an Unusual Event is optional and is

left to the discretion of the Emergency Director (ED). At declaration of an Alert or higher

emergency classification level, all of the Emergency Response Facilities (Emergency

Operations Facility (EOF), Technical Support Center (TSC), Operations Support Center
(OSC), and Joint Information Center (JIC)) are either staffed or activated.
The current revision of the Emergency Plan incorporates modifications made pursuant to

the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(q) including revisions based on the staffing analyses

performed to show compliance with the enhanced emergency preparedness rule making

published in the Federal Register (76 FR 72595 and 76 FR 72596).

The current ERO augmentation times of 60 and 75 minutes were found to be acceptable

by the NRC as documented in a Safety Evaluation dated May 20, 1993 (Reference 2). In
the evaluation, the NRC stated that the revision from 45 and 60 minutes to 60 and 75
minutes was a minor reduction in response time compensated for by a commitment to
maintain more personnel on-shift than called for in established guidance documents.

2.2 Reason for Proposed Changes

Expanding augmentation times will increase the geographical range in which members may
reside, thereby increasing the number of experienced plant personnel available to fill critical

ERO positions and adding valuable expertise available for initial augmentation of on-site
personnel. Some plant personnel live far enough away from the plant that they may be

precluded from being assigned to the augmented ERO. This limits the number of eligible
site personnel to support the ERO.
This change will enhance the defense-in-depth of the STPNOC Emergency Response

Organization while continuing to protect the health and safety of the public.

Maintaining an appropriate number of on-shift personnel, crediting technological advances
available for on-shift responders, and changing the augmentation response time for some
positions to 90 minutes are practical and prudent alternate methods of ensuring the
continuation of effective and timely emergency response augmentation.
2.3 Description of Proposed Changes
Attachments 1, 2, 3 and 4 to this enclosure provide marked-up and clean copy pages of
Emergency Plan Sections C and G.
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Brief descriptions of the proposed changes are provided below. The justifications for the

Functional Area changes are discussed in Section 3.2.

a. Section C, ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL OF EMERGENCIES - Added the term

"augmented" in four places for clarification. Made editorial clarifications. NOTE: THESE

CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT
REQUIRED.

b. Section C.1, Normal Station Operating Organization - Deleted this subsection and
relocated or deleted sentences as follows. Moved first sentence to section C,
Organizational Control of Emergencies. Removed specific reporting hierarchy and

responsibilities of the Plant General Manager. Moved responsibilities of the Emergency
Director from this section to new section C. 1.1, Command and Control. NOTE:THESE

CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT
REQUIRED.

c. Section C.2, Non-delegable/Delegable Emergency Director Responsibilities - Moved
this section to subsection C. 1.1.1 under new section C. 1.1, Command and Control.

NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC
APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

d. Section C.3, On-shift Emergency Response Organization - Renumbered and rewarded
section, made editorial changes and also relocated wording within section for
clarification. Renamed Plant Protection to Security. Removed reference to guidance
document NUREG 0654. Removed Chemistry from On-shift Response Organization.
e. Section C.3.1, Shift Manager - Changed title to Command and Control. Renumbered
and rewarded section, made editorial changes, and also relocated wording within
section for clarification. Added Emergency Director responsibilities from former section

3.1. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC
APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

f. Section C.3.2, Acting Radiological Manager - Changed title of section to "Supervision
of Radiation Protection". Renumbered and rewarded section, made editorial changes,
and also relocated wording within section for clarification. Removed specific wording for

assuming certain responsibilities after being relieved since this detail is covered in
Emergency Response procedures. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR

INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

g. Added new section for Dose Assessment. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED

FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

h. Added new section for Radiation Protection. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE

INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

i. Added new section for Field Monitoring Teams. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE

INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

j. Added new section on Emergency Classification and included information from

previous section C.3.5, Shift Technical Advisor. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE

INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

k. Added new section on Engineering, and included information from previous section

C.3.5, Shift Technical Advisor. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR

INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.
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1. Section C.3.3, Acting Security Manager - Changed title of section to Security and
included information from previous section C.3.10, Plant Protection. Renumbered and
rewarded section, and made editorial changes. Removed task to activate the
Emergency Notification and Response System. This detail is covered in Emergency

Response procedures. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR

INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

m. Added new section for Repair Teams and included information from previous sections
C.3.9, On-shift Maintenance and C.3.7, Plant Operators. NOTE: THESE CHANGES

ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

n. Section C.3.4, Acting Operations Support Center Coordinator - Changed title of section
to "Supervisor of Repair Teams". Removed bullet stating, "may fulfill Radiological
Protection (double asterisk) function from Table C-1...". Renumbered and rewarded
section, and made editorial changes.
o. Section C.3.6, ENS Communicator- Changed title of section to "Communications" and
relocated section to new section C. 1.2. Added description of State and County
Communicator to clarify the two separate positions of ENS Communicator and State
and County Communicator. Renumbered and rewarded section, and made editorial
changes
p. Section C.3.8, Chemistry Technician - Removed section.
q. C.3.10, Plant Protection - Included information from the section in new section on
Repair Teams. Removed discussion ofOn-site Communicator.
r. Section C.4, Emergency Response Organization - Added term "Augmented" to title.
Replaced "to 75" with "or 90" in first paragraph. Removed reference to manning levels
recommended in NUREG-0654. Renumbered and rewarded section for clarification and
made editorial changes.
s. Section C.4.15, Company Spokesperson ~ Grammatical change to replaced periods

with commas. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION
ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

t. Added new section C.2.18, Information Technology. NOTE: THESE CHANGES ARE

INCLUDED FOR INFORMATION ONLY. NRC APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED.

u. Table C-1, Minimum Staffing Requirements - Replaced entire Table C-1 with new
format containing new Emergency Preparedness Functions. See Section 2.3.1 of this
enclosure for a more detailed summary of changes.
v. Figure C-1, Emergency Response Organization - Revised Figure C-1 to reflect new onshift organization including removal of On-site Communicator and addition of Dose
Assessor. Revised footnotes to coincide with changes.

w. Figure C-3, Operations Support Center (OCS) Staffing - Reformatted table to clarify

lead roles and include required minimum staffing. Notes were added for clarification.

x. Section G2, Operations Support Center - In the last paragraph replaced "one hour" with
"90 minutes" and replaced "notification" with "declaration".
y. Section G3, Technical Support Center - In the last paragraph replaced "one (1) hour"
with "90 minutes" and replaced "notification" with "declaration".
z. Section G4, Emergency Operations Facility - In the second paragraph replaced "one
hour" with "90 minutes".
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2.3.1 Detailed Summary of Changes to Table C-1
The entire Table C-1 was reformatted and replaced with new Emergency Preparedness
Functions to reflect progressive developments in technology and advancements that have
occurred over the years in Emergency Planning and at STP. Several titles of the Major
Functional Areas were changed, some major Functional Areas were removed, or moved
into new Major Functional Areas, and one new Major Functional Area was added. The

proposed Table C-1 shows the following changes:

• Changed current Major Functional Area title "Plant Operations and Assessment
of Operational Aspects" to "Command and Control";
• Removed current Major Functional Area "Emergency Direction and Control"
since this position is included in Functional Area "Command and Control";
• Changed current Major Functional Area title "Notification/Communications" to
"Communications";
• Separated current Major Functional Area "Radiological Accident Assessment
and Support of Operational Accident Assessment" into two new sections,
"Supervision of Radiation Protection" and "Radiation Protection";
• Added new Major Functional Area entitled "Emergency Classification";
• Changed current Major Functional Area title "Plant System Engineering" to
"Engineering";
• Changed current Major Functional Area title "Repair and Corrective Actions" to
"Repair Teams Activities";
• Moved positions in current Major Functional Area "Protective Actions" to new
section "Radiation Protection";
• Removed current Major Functional Area "Fire Suppression";
• Removed current Major Functional Area "Rescue Operations and First Aid";
• Changed current Major Functional Area title "Site Access Control and Personnel
Accountability" to "Security";

• Added new Major Functional Area of Supervision of Repair Team Activities;
• Added new Major Functional Area of Media Information; and
• Added new Functional Area of Information Technology.

Two on-shift positions were removed from Table C-1. These positions remain as on-shift
staff, but are no longer specifically listed on the proposed Table C-1:
• Removed position of Chemistry Technician from current Major Functional Area

"Radiological Accident Assessment and Support of Operational Accident

Assessment"; and
• Removed position of Radwaste Operator from Major Function Area, "Repair and
Corrective Actions".
The Plant Operations Discipline Lead position was removed from Table C-1. This position

was to be available in 75 minutes. Although the position is no longer specifically included
on Table C-1, the position of Operations Discipline Lead is still included in Figure C-3 and
remains a member of the augmenting Emergency Plan staff.

Two new positions have been added to the proposed Table C-1. They are:
• Security Supervisor augmented to the TSC; and
• Information Technology Technician augmented to the TSC.
The footnotes on the current Table C-1 were changed to conform to the staffing changes
that were made to Table C-1. The following sentence was added to the first footnote:
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"For the remaining on-shift positions, the shift composition may be less than the
minimum number shown on Table C-1 for a period of time not to exceed two hours in
order to accommodate unexpected absences of personnel, provided immediate
actions are taken to restore the staffing requirements."
The second footnote was rewarded with editorial changes.

The last footnote was removed since it is no longer applicable to the table since the Plant
Operations Discipline Lead was removed from Table C-1. The footnote stated:

## This position is filled by personnel with plant operations experience
Three new footnotes were added to proposed Table C-1 for clarification purposes.

The following sections give detailed descriptions of the proposed new Table C-1. Each

section provides a staffing comparison between the current STPNOC Emergency Plan, and

the proposed STPNOC Emergency Plan. Changes are highlighted in gray for clarification.
See Section 3.0 for additional details and justification. All changes require NRC approval
unless otherwise stated.

COMMAND AND CONTROL
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

Current STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing
On-

shift

60 Min

75 Min

0
0
0

0

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-

60Min

2
0
0

0
0
0

shift

fiii

|©ommand|at^j|(^

1. Emergency Director

a. Operations Shift Manager
b.TSC Manager
c. EOF Director

2
0
0

1
1

0
1

1

In the Functional Area of Command and Control, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Provide overall Emergency Response Organization command and control until relieved;
• Make Emergency Action Level classifications and/or approve Protective Action
Recommendation until relieved; and
• Authorize personnel dose extensions until relieved.
The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 has two Operations Shift Managers on-shift and

augments one TSC Manager and one EOF Director within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert
or higher emergency classification.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the on-shift staffing of two Operations Shift

Managers and augments one TSC Manager and one EOF Director within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that the TSC Manager and the EOF Director respond within 90 minutes
(instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.3.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

HfflCTMJBISff^BSBIBBiSB
a.On-shift Communicator
b.TSC Communicator
c.EOF Communicator

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-

GOMin

75Min

2
0
0

0
0
0

0

shift

Proposed STPNOC Staffing
On-

60 Min

2
0
0

0
0
0

shift

1
1

—I
0

1
1

In the Functional Area of Communications, the following task is fulfilled:
• Communicate Emergency Action Levels and Protective Action Recommendations to offsite
agencies until relieved.

The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 has two Communicators (State and County and ENS)
fulfilling the Communications role on-shift and augments an additional Communicator (State
and County) in both the TSC and EOF within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher
emergency classification. The ENS Communicator remains in the Control Room in
communication with the NRC.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the on-shift staffing of two Communicators (State

and County and ENS) and augments an additional Communicator (State and County) in both
the TSC and EOF within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification. The ENS Communicator will continue to remain in the Control Room in
communication with the NRC.

The difference is that the Communicators in the TSC and the EOF respond within 90 minutes
(instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.4.

SUPERVISION OF RADIATION PROTECTION
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

|SuiMriM!I]iEillRiffirg^^
a. Acting Rad Manager

b.TSC Rad Manager
c. EOF Rad Director

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

60 Min

75Min

On-shift

GOMin

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0

1

0
0
0

•iill
0

1
1

In the Functional Area of Supervision of Radiation Protection, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Evaluate and assess plant and offsite radiological data in the development of onsite
protective actions and offsite Protective Action Recommendations, until relieved;
• Recommend onsite and offsite Protective Action Recommendations to the Emergency
Director, until relieved;
• Direct all radiation protection activities, including field team direction, until relieved; and
• Provide relevant information to applicable communicators who are communicating offsite
protective actions to offsite agencies, until relieved.
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The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 has one individual, on-shift, fulfilling the Radiation

Protection Supervisor role (the Lead Radiation Protection Technician as the Acting

Radiological Manager), who performs dose assessment for the Emergency Director until

augmentation of one TSC Radiological Manager or one EOF Radiological Director each within

75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification. In addition, the dose

assessment task is augmented at 75 minutes by a qualified individual in the TSC and by the
Dose Assessor in the EOF.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains one on-shift individual to fulfill the Radiation
Protection Supervisor role (the Lead Radiation Protection Technician as the Acting
Radiological Manager) and augments one TSC Radiological Manager and one EOF
Radiological Director each within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification.

As discussed in the next section, in the proposed Emergency Plan, the dose assessment task

is augmented within 90 minutes by individuals qualified to perform dose assessment in the
TSC and EOF.

The difference is that the Radiological Manager in the TSC and Radiological Director in the
EOF respond each within 90 minutes (instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or
higher emergency classification.

The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.5.

DOSE ASSESSMENTS/PROJECTIONS
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

|Do|||^se£|irtt|U]||o]|i||^

i^gQc?iilMSe^og9iSSSSii^K9SS

Current STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

60 Min

75Min

On-shift

GOMin

IsMiri

11

0

2

11

0

2

1 May be filled by the Acting Radiological Manager.

In the Functional Area of Dose Assessments/Projections, the following task is fulfilled:
• Perform dose assessments/projections and provide input to the Emergency Director, until
relieved.

The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 provides for on-shift staffing of one qualified individual
(Senior Health Physics Expertise, Acting Radiological Manager) to perform Dose

Assessments/Projections as a collateral duty, and augments qualified individuals to perform

dose assessment in the TSC and EOF each within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or
higher emergency classification.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the commitment for on-shift staffing of one qualified
individual to perform Dose Assessments/Projections (may be filled by the Acting Radiological

Manager), and continues to augment qualified individuals to perform dose assessment in the TSC
and EOF each within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is a new position titled Dose Assessor is added to the Emergency Plan Table C-1.

Also, a difference is that the individuals performing dose assessment in the TSC and EOF
respond within 90 minutes (instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification.

The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.6.
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RADIATION PROTECTION

Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

E^I!Jjat!^?ritBct{oiSiliS!i
a. HP Personnel

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-shift

60 Wlin

75Min

21

4

0

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-

shift

60 Wlin

2

May be filled by on-shift personnel assigned other functions.

gg||iflmi|

•

In the Functional Area of Radiation Protection, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Provide qualified Health Physics coverage for responders accessing potentially unknown
radiological environments during emergency conditions; and
• Control dosimetry and access control.

The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 has two on-shift individuals (that may be filled by onshift personnel assigned other functions) fulfilling the Radiation Protection role, and provides
for augmentation of four Radiation Protection Technicians (three technicians and one onsite

field monitor) to the Operations Support Center within 60 minutes of declaration of an Alert or
higher emergency classification.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the commitment for on-shift staffing of two Radiation
Protection Technicians, and provides for augmentation of three Radiation Protection

Technicians within 60 minutes and three additional Radiation Protection Technicians within 90
minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

As discussed in the next section, in the proposed Emergency Plan, there is one additional on-

shift qualified individual to provide onsite field monitoring, and one additional Radiation
Protection Technician to provide onsite field monitoring responding within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that there will be three instead of four Radiation Protection Technicians
responding at 60 minutes. Also, a difference is that in the proposed Emergency Plan there will
be an additional three Radiation Protection Technicians responding within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2,7.

FIELD MONITORING TEAMS
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

B!iMM!!ton^i]lea®^^
a. Onsite FMT
b. OffsiteFMT

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

GOMin

75Min

On-shift

60 Min

21

3
0

0
4

0

0

0

MiU/lmlgl
giiggggj.^nmi:
[•gfi^-^^g:

KSSsB^Bii

1 May be filled by on-shift personnel assigned other functions.

2 The onsite FMT consists of one Radiation Protection Technician. No driver is needed.

3 The Offsite FMT consists of one qualified individual to perform offsite field monitoring and one driver. There
are 2 teams of 2.
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In the Functional Area of Field Monitoring Teams Activities, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Onsite Field Monitoring Team: Assess environmental radiation /contamination; and

• Offsite Field Monitoring Team; Qualified individual to perform environmental
radiation/contamination assessments and radioactive plume tracking.

The current Emergency Plan provides for two on-shift Radiation Protection Technicians (no
driver is needed) to perform onsite monitoring. These two Radiation Protection Technicians are

not counted as additional staff but are the same individuals filling the role under the Functional

Area of Radiation Protection above. The current Emergency Plan augments three additional

Radiation Protection Technicians to the Operations Support Center within 60 minutes to

provide onsite surveys, and two additional Radiation Protection Technicians with two drivers

(four total in the current Emergency Plan Table C-1) to the EOF within 75 minutes to perform

offsite monitoring.

The proposed Emergency Plan provides for one on-shift qualified individual (in addition to the

two Radiation Protection Technicians already on-shift), to perform onsite surveys/field
monitoring. The proposed Emergency Plan augments one Radiation Protection Technician for

onsite field monitoring (no driver is needed) to the Operations Support Center within 90

minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification. Additionally, the proposed
Emergency Plan augments two Radiation Protection Technicians with two drivers (four total in

the proposed Emergency Plan Table C-1) to the EOF within 90 minutes of declaration of an

Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that one additional on-shift qualified individual is credited with filling an onshift position for performing onsite field monitoring. Also, a difference is that one (instead of
three) Radiation Protection Technician reports to the Operations Support Center within 90
minutes (instead of 60 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

Another difference is that the two offsite Field Monitoring Teams (each including a driver) report
to the EOF within 90 minutes (instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher
emergency classification.

Note that the total number of augmented Radiation Protection Technicians remains at seven in
the proposed Emergency Plan. Instead of seven Radiation Protection Technicians responding
within 60 minutes as seen in the current Emergency Plan, the proposed Emergency Plan

augments three Radiation Protection Technicians within 60 minutes and four Radiation
Protection Technicians within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification.

The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.8.

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

|Eme|geHriiig|a||W,iitjon^^
^E|ij^®|G|i?lassrfic|BQnM|^^^

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-shift

N/A

GOMin

75Min

N/A

1 May be filled by on-shift personnel assigned other functions.

N/A

il@gi'Rrii3ilci^^N]G>iiiaii:

g|Emei^In:ey31Blan;IStaffin^

|@HsKifilT|60|Wm|

•

;-;':^^-§:';:£Si':^S^:i

rmi

In the Functional Area of Emergency Classification, the following task is fulfilled:
• Evaluate plant conditions and recommend emergency classifications, until relieved.
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This is a new Major Functional Area, therefore, the current Emergency Plan Table C-1 does

not specifically identify the role of Emergency Classification Advisor.

The proposed Emergency Plan fulfills this function by using the on-shift Shift Technical Advisor
(that may be assigned other functions).
The difference is the new Functional Area of Emergency Classification, with a new position of
Emergency Classification Advisor.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.9.

ENGINEERING
Emergency Preparedness

Functional Area

1. Shift Technical Advisor
2. Electrical/l&C
3. Mechanical

4. Nuclear

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

60 Min

75Min

On-shift

GOMin

11

0
0
0

0
1

11

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

1

0

iiWB
0
1

1

13

1 May be filled by on-shift personnel assigned other functions.

In the Functional Area of Engineering, the following task is fulfilled:
• Provide engineering coverage related to the specific discipline of the assigned engineer,
until relieved.

The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 fulfills this function with the on-shift Shift Technical

Advisor (that may be assigned other functions) and augments one Nuclear Engineer within 60
minutes, and one Electrical Engineer and one Mechanical Engineer within 75 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The proposed Emergency Plan continues to fill this function with the on-shift Shift Technical
Advisor (that may be assigned other functions), and augments one Electrical/l&C Engineer,
one Mechanical Engineer, and one Nuclear Engineer to the TSC within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that the Nuclear Engineer responds to the TSC within 90 minutes (instead of
60 minutes), and the Electrical/l&C and Mechanical Engineers respond to the TSC within 90
minutes (instead of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.10.

SECURHTY
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

a. Security Supervisor

Current STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing

On-shift

GOMin

75Min

On-shift

GOMin

gsoMi

Per Security
Plan

N/A

N/A

Per Security
Plan

0

1
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In the Functional Area of Security, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Coordinate security related activities and information with the Emergency Director; and
• Implements Assembly and Accountability efforts.
The current Emergency Plan on-shift Security function is staffed per the site Security Plan.
The Security Force Supervisor assumes the role of Acting Security Manager upon declaration
of an emergency until the TSC is activated.

The proposed Emergency Plan continues to fulfill this function in accordance with the site
Security Plan and augments one Security Supervisor to the TSC within 90 minutes of

declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification. The on-shift Security Force
Supervisor will continue to assume the role of Acting Security Manager upon declaration of an
emergency until the TSC is activated.

The difference is that a new position was added, Security Supervisor, who responds to the

TSC within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.11.

REPAIR TEAMACTIVITIES

Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

Current STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing
On-shift

BiiiIgMmgakigivitiagigllgBRiB
a. Operations Staff
b. Electrician
c. Mechanic

d. I&C Technician

11 per unit
1 and 11
11

1

60

Min

0
0
0

1

1 May be filled by on-shift personnel assigned other functions.

75Min

0
1

1

0

Proposed STPNOC Emergency
Plan Staffing
On-shift

1 and 11
11

1

60

Min

0
0
0

0

ilillSMSil;

## Augmented Repair Teams may be called out on an as-needed basis.

In the Functional Area of Repair Team Activities, the following tasks are fulfilled:
• Electrician: Provide electrical support for Emergency Core Cooling System equipment,
event mitigation, and equipment repair;
• Mechanic: Provide mechanical support for Emergency Core Cooling System equipment,
event mitigation, and equipment repair; and
• I&C Technician: Provide assistance with logic manipulation, support for event mitigation

and equipment repair, filling and venting instrument lines, and support of digital

Instrumentation & Control, if applicable.
The current Emergency Plan Table C-1 provides on-shift Operations staffing per the Technical

Specifications and specifies one Radwaste Operator and a Fire Brigade Staff (that may be

covered by on-shift personnel assigned other functions). The current Emergency Plan uses on-

shift staffing of one Mechanic (that may be covered by on-shift personnel assigned other

functions), two Electricians (one that may be covered by on-shift personnel be assigned other
functions), and one I&C Technician. The current Emergency Plan augments one mechanic and
one electrician within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
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The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the on-shift Operations staffing per the Technical

Specifications and uses the on-shift staffing of one Mechanic (that may be covered by on-shift
personnel assigned other functions), two Electricians (one that may be covered by on-shift
personnel assigned other functions), and one I&C Technician. The augmentation of repair
teams will be on an as-needed basis.

The differences are that the Radwaste Operator and a Fire Brigade Staff are no longer
positions specified on Table C-1 (since they are staffed per the Technical Specifications and
the Technical Requirements Manual), and augmentation of repair teams will be on an as
needed basis.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.12.

SUPERVISION OF REPAIR TEAM ACTIVITIES
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

lil®ililitliiliililli®%ffi
1. OSC Coordinator

2. Electrical Supervisor
3. Mechanical Supervisor

4. I&C Supervisor
5. Radiological Coordinator

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

GOMin

75Min

On-shift

GOMin

Biojn/iiigi

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

In the Functional Area of Supervision of Repair Team Activities, the following task is fulfilled:
• Supervise Operations Support Center activities as directed by the Emergency Director.
This is a new Major Functional Area on Table C-1. Although these positions are not specifically
designated on current Table C-1 of the Emergency Plan, Section C.3.4 discusses the Acting
Operations Support Center Coordinator, and Figure C-3, Operations Support Center Staffing
shows the Discipline Leads and Radiological Coordinator. The current Emergency Plan
provides for an on-shift Duty Maintenance Supervisor to fill the role of Operations Support
Center Coordinator. The current Emergency Plan augments one Electrical Supervisor, one
Mechanical Supervisor, one I&C Supervisor, and one Radiological Coordinator who report to

the Operations Support Center within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher
emergency classification.

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the on-shift Duty Maintenance Supervisor as the
Operations Support Center Coordinator, and augments one Operations Support Center
Coordinator, one Electrical Supen/isor, one Mechanical Supervisor, one I&C Supervisor, and

one Radiological Coordinator to the Operations Support Center within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is the designation of the position of Duty Maintenance Supervisor on Table C-1.
Also, a difference is that the Electrical Supervisor, Mechanical Super/isor, I&C Supervisor, and

Radiological Coordinator respond to the Operations Support Center within 90 minutes (instead

of 75 minutes) of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
The basis for this change is provided in Section 3.2.13.
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MEDIA INFORMATION
Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

iMeSlialnKmatioriSSS^

1. Staff Required for JIC to function

On-shift

60Min

At ALERT

N/A

N/A

activation

Staff for

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing
On-shift

GOMin

iseainii

0

0

activation

Staff for

In the Functional Area of Media Information, the following task is fulfilled:
• Manage and coordinate media information related to the event.
This is a new Major Functional Area on Table C-1. The current Emergency Plan begins staffing
of the Joint Information Center at declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.
There are no staffing or activation times stated in the current Emergency Plan.

The proposed Emergency Plan will require staffing of the Joint Information Center staff within
90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that staffing of the Joint Information Center is within 90 minutes of declaration
of an Alert or higher emergency classification. This change does not require NRC approval.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Emergency Preparedness
Functional Area

gnjiijm;atj(m|@|c|[i|i<3jog^^
2. EOF/JIC IT Technician

Current STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

Proposed STPNOC
Emergency Plan Staffing

On-shift

GOMin

75Min

On-shift

60Min

N/A
0

N/A

N/A
1

0
0

0
0

0

igiiiigl

In the Functional Area of Information Technology, the following task is fulfilled:
• If emergency plan functions rely on computer based equipment, provide Information
Technology support.
This is a new Major Functional Area on Table C-1. There is no on-shift staffing or augmentation
requirements for Information Technology in the TSC in the current Emergency Plan. The
current Emergency Plan provides for augmentation of one Information Systems Analyst in the

EOF in Figure C-4. The current Emergency Plan states that the EOF is required to have
minimum staffing levels within 75 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency
classification, but the Information Systems Analyst position is not required for minimum staffing
levels.

The proposed Emergency Plan will staff one TSC Information Technology Technician and one
EOF/Joint Information Center Information Technology Technician within 90 minutes of
declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

The difference is that there is a new position for staffing of an IT Technician in the TSC within

90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification. Also a difference is that

the EOF/JIC IT Technician will be staffed within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher
emergency classification.
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3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
3.1 Technical Analysis
This section discusses technical changes completed in plant systems, dose assessment,
procedures and training which have been completed in order to better support on-shift
functions and ease operator burden.
3.1.1 Plant Computer System

STP's Plant Computer System was upgraded to an Integrated Computer System (ICS)
beginning in 1997 in Unit 1 and in 1996 in Unit 2. The Emergency Plan was never revised
to reflect the advantages offered by ICS. ICS graphically displays the pertinent parameters
with trending and graphing capabilities, alarm functions, and color-coded indication for

changes in state for the Critical Safety Function Status Trees. ICS provides plant
personnel, including the Shift Technical Advisor (STA), the capability to monitor and trend

plant parameters in real time, including primary coolant system parameters, reactor core
thermal performance parameters, emergency core cooling system parameters,
meteorological data, containment isolation status, and radiation monitor readings. The ICS
plant computer system takes less key strokes to monitor system diagrams and Critical

Safety Function displays. The Plant Diagram icon is located on all displays and can be
selected to switch to another system diagram with two clicks of a mouse. The ICS
computer system is powered via Vital AC Power and DC battery backed.

Benefits of the upgraded systems include:

• Programming capability for automated response such as indication of critical
parameter alarms;

• Improved plant monitoring capability for Emergency Director and STA functions;
Fewer keystrokes required to switch between graphical displays; and

• Real time plant data available through graphical displays.
3.1.2 Dose Assessment

The original STPEGS dose assessment program was the DOS based program

STAMPEDE (South Texas Assessment Model Projecting Estimated Dose Evaluation). The
current version of STAMPEDE is Windows based and supports multi-unit and multiaccident assessment of radiological releases. Radiological dose assessment has
benefited from technological advances that make dose assessment less time consuming.

Specifically designed displays have been developed for obtaining the necessary plant,

radiological effluent, area radiation monitor, and meteorological information that is used by
personnel on-shift to perform dose assessments. The STAMPEDE program has simplified
data entry requirements and dose assessments can be performed with minimal data input.
Thus, enhancements in dose assessment software have reduced the time required to
perform dose assessments and to provide the results to the Emergency Director.
3.1.3 RCA Access Control
When the Emergency Plan was originally issued, radiological access control was a labor
intensive task. Dedicated Radiation Protection Technicians were required to ensure
workers read and understood their Radiation Work Permit. Dosimetry issuance was a
manual process requiring Radiation Protection Technicians to zero and issue dosimeters,
verify worker training, and verify and track radiation dose margins. Radiological access
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control is now automated through the use of computerized radiation protection work
processes. Radiological access control is primarily completed through the use of electronic

dosimetry which is obtained prior to entry into radiologically controlled areas. The

electronic dosimeter is also used as a "key" to unlock turnstiles to gain access to the
radiologically controlled areas. Electronic Radiation Work Permits establish the necessary
preset warnings/alarms associated with the use of the electronic dosimeters. Use of the
electronic dosimeter eliminates the need for access control/dosimetry oversight by a

Radiation Protection Technician for the initial event response. Electronic Radiation Work
Permit access control and electronic dosimeter computer systems provide a fully
integrated system allowing workers to sign-in on their Radiation Work Permit and to selfissue electronic dosimeters. Both systems have been routinely used by plant workers for
numerous years. In addition, emergency electronic dosimeters ("grab and go") are

available for use when expedited entrance to the Radiologically Controlled Area is
required.

3.1.4 Automated CaII-Out Systems

Since initial approval of the Emergency Plan, the site has implemented enhancements to
the ERO activation process which includes updated technology capable of rapidly notifying

a large number of people. The original activation method used a pager network and inhome tone alert radios to notify ERO members. The current method is an automated callout system which notifies a much larger group of ERO members via home phones and cell
phones with a single activation phone call. The system includes a primary activation
location as well as a backup facility at a different location to ensure uninterrupted
operation. An activation can be performed using any telephone, either onsite or offsite.
3.1.5 Procedure Improvements
3.1.5.1 Emergency Operations Procedures (EOPs)

Since the original E-Plan approval, Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) have

been vastly improved through internal operating experience and industry initiatives.
EOPs now use a symptom-based approach that demands less assessment and

interpretation of plant conditions by the operating crews. The EOPs interface well

with new technology such as ICS. In addition, since the original E-Plan approval,

the EOPs have been revised for human factoring and modified for improved layout
ultimately resulting in more consistent implementation. Overall, the improvements
made to procedures greatly reduce the operator's reliance on the ERO during the
initial phases of any event.
3.1.5.2 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures (EPIPs)

In 2015, STPEGS Unit 1 and Unit 2 updated the Emergency Action Levels
classification methodology to NEI 99-01, Revision 6 (Reference 3). Emergency
Action Levels now incorporate guidance that has simplified the Emergency Action

Level classification process, including the use of an overview matrix of Emergency

Action Level initiating conditions and threshold values, which streamlines the

process of evaluating Emergency Action Levels against plant conditions. This
allows the on-shift operators to focus on event mitigating actions without the aid of
the emergency response organization during the initial phase of any event.
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Similarly, the Emergency Director uses guidance described in the procedure for
Offsite Protective Action Recommendations, which prescribes the decision-making
processes for directing protective action measures. The information needed to

accomplish this for rapid decision making by the Emergency Director is available

via a simplified decision flowchart. Emergency Directors are trained in these

activities as part of their initial qualification training and annual requalification

training, and are required to demonstrate competency in these areas during annual
simulator training sessions and emergency drills.
3.1.6 Operations Training
Training is used to strategically drive and sustain improved performance at STP. Training

is administered through the application of the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) to

ensure that all training is conducted to the industry-accepted standards required to
achieve and maintain accreditation by the National Academy of Nuclear Training. A
dynamic reference plant simulator is used during Operations Training to provide hands on
experience and practice in the operation of the nuclear control room during normal,
abnormal and emergency plant conditions. Site training procedures describe the conduct
of crew specific simulator training. Evaluation scenarios are designed to be realistic and
provide an opportunity for performance evaluation during a wide range of plant operating
conditions including emergency conditions that require implementation of the Emergency
Plan. Scenarios can vary in both length and complexity with some scenarios up to 90
minutes or more. These scenarios provide additional challenges to the crew's ability to
prioritize activities to successfully manage very complex situations. The proficiency of the
control room team is evaluated in the areas of critical task performance, prioritization of
activities, communications, accident mitigation, event classification, teamwork and
communications. A training program procedure is the governing document for this
training.

Shift Technical Advisor (STA) training was developed to train the STA as an advisor to

the control room team in accordance with the guidelines of NUREG-0737 (Reference 4).

In 1990, INPO developed additional training guidelines as detailed in INPO 90-003
(Reference 5). The INPO guidelines describe the role of the STA and are reflected in
Operations Department Instructions. The STA training and qualification program adheres

to the requirements of INPO 90-003 and is implemented by training program procedures.
The STA performs independent assessments of plant parameters, monitors status trees,
provides recommendations on appropriate corrective actions to restore plant parameters
to acceptable values and assesses whether core damage has occurred or appears

imminent. The STA also assists the Shift Manager with operability, risk and reportability

determinations, and EAL classification.
3.1.7 Improvement Summary

The improvements to staffing, equipment, procedures and training that have occurred
since initial approval of the STP Emergency Plan have resulted in a significant increase in
the on-shift capabilities and knowledge. Based on these improvements, it is concluded
that there would be no significant degradation or loss of any functional task as a result of
the proposed augmentation times.
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3.2 Functional Analysis
This analysis evaluates the impact of revising the functional areas, removing some
positions from Table C-1, and extending the augmentation times on the ability of the on-

shift staff to perform the major tasks for the major functional areas of the Emergency

Plan. The analysis demonstrates that no degradation or loss of function would occur as a
result of the change.
3.2.1 Basis for Proposed Changes to Remove Paragraphs in Section C of the
Emergency Plan
3.2.1.1 Removal of previous section C.3.8, Chemistry Technician

The Chemistry Technician is no longer specified as an on-shift position in the

proposed Table C-1. There is no longer a need for the role in the Emergency Plan

of the on-shift Chemistry Technician since sampling of radionuclides is not required

to support emergency response decision-making during the initial phases of an

accident. This is because the information can be effectively provided by other

indications or process parameters, or measurements of radiation levels. Therefore,

it is not necessary to have dedicated on-shift staffing for Chemistry Support in the
Emergency Plan.

3.2.1.2 Removal of discussion of On-site Communicator from previous section
C.3.10, Plant Protection
Section C.3.10 of the current Emergency Plan discusses a role of an On-site
Communicator that provides a support function to the Emergency Director, in the
Control Room, in the early stages of Emergency Plan activation. It currently states

that the position is assigned to Plant Protection or other suitably qualified ERO

individuals. The current Emergency Plan also states that Security related duties are

the higher priority for security related events and that this function may be

reassigned to the Operations staff or other available personnel and then specifies
the duties that may be reassigned with suggested reassignments. These details
were removed from the proposed Emergency Plan and the On-site Communicator
position is no longer included in the proposed Table C-1. The duties and functions

of this position are controlled by the Emergency Response procedure for the Shift
Manager.

3.2.2 Basis for Proposed Changes to Remove Positions in Table C-1
The following positions were removed from Table C-1:
1. Chemistry Technician - The Chemistry Technician is no longer specified as an onshift position in the proposed Table C-1. There is no longer a need for the role in the
Emergency Plan of the on-shift Chemistry Technician since sampling of radionuclides
is not required to support emergency response decision-making during the initial
phases of an accident. This is because the information can be effectively provided by
other indications or process parameters,.or measurements of radiation levels.
Therefore, it is not necessary to have dedicated on-shift staffing for Chemistry
Support in the Emergency Plan.
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2. Radwaste Operator - In the current Table C-1, the Radwaste Operator is designated
for repair and corrective actions. This position may be covered by on-shift personnel
assigned other functions. The proposed Table C-1 does not account for the role of the
Radwaste Operator for repair and corrective actions. Operations staffing is per
Technical Specifications.
3. Fire Suppression - In the current Table C-1, Fire Suppression role is filled by the Fire

Brigade per the Technical Requirements Manual with local support available within 60
minutes and 75 minutes. The proposed Table C-1 does not have Fire Suppression as

a Major Functional Area of Emergency Planning since it is part of the daily operations

of a nuclear power plant. The Fire Brigade on-shift staffing remains controlled per the
Technical Requirements Manual.

4. Rescue Operations and First Aid - In the current Table C-1, two on-shift Plant
Protection Personnel were designated for rescue operations and first aid that could be
covered by on-shift personnel assigned other functions. The proposed Table C-1
does not include the role of the rescue operation and first aid. This function is
described in Emergency Plan Sections F.7 and J.5 and controlled by plant
procedures.

3.2.3 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Command and Control
The proposed Emergency Plan uses two Shift Managers on-shift at all times. This allows
one Shift Manager to assist the current Shift Manager/Emergency Director, if needed,
until relieved. This assistance can be in the form of evaluating plant conditions,
recommending emergency classifications or Protective Action Recommendations, or

ENRS activation if the ENS Communicator is unavailable.

The Emergency Plan identifies the affected unit Shift Manager as responsible for the

overall initial assessment of emergency conditions and is the Emergency Director during
the initial response to a declared emergency. The Shift Manager/Emergency Director has

the overall responsibility for operational decisions involving the safety of the plant and its
personnel, and for making initial emergency classifications and Protective Action
Recommendations to offsite agencies for the protection of the public during a declared
emergency. The Unit Supervisor and Reactor Operators within the Control Room have
direct responsibility for operating the plant during an emergency event.

Shift Managers are trained on the following emergency planning procedure processes:
• making required emergency classifications;
• ensuring notifications to offsite agencies are completed;
• recommending protective actions to public officials;
• determining protective measures for onsite personnel;

• managing the plant response to the event while implementing the Emergency Plan;
and
• assigning priorities to activities to ensure resources are appropriately directed to
manage plant conditions.

Upgrades in the Emergency Plan Implementing procedure described previously in

Section 3.1.5.2, and having two Shift Mangers on-shift at all times, in conjunction with the
Emergency Director training and emergency planning drills/exercises that they obtain,
justifies that the Shift Manager can maintain situational awareness of the event, while
performing all required emergency planning functions, without assistance from

augmented staff for an additional 15 minutes (90 minutes total).
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3.2.4 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Communications
The State and County Communicator and the ENS Communicator functions are currently

performed by on-shift designated qualified individuals without collateral duties. The
proposed Emergency Plan will continue to staff the on-shift State and County

Communicator and the ENS Communicator. The augmenting communicators will assume

the 15 minute initial notification and hourly update notifications to the State and County.
Since the on-shift State and County Communicator has no collateral duties, they are

capable of fulfilling this function until augmented within 90 minutes of declaration of an
Alert or higher emergency classification by the TSC and/or EOF Communicator. The onshift ENS Communicator remains in the Control Room and maintains the open line of
communications with the NRC. This is not a change from the current Emergency Plan.

3.2.5 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Supervision of Radiation
Protection
The on-shift Lead Radiation Protection Technician currently assumes the role of Acting
Radiological Manager during a declared emergency. The proposed Emergency Plan will

maintain the Lead Radiation Protection Technician as the Acting Radiological Manager
(Supervision of Radiation Protection). In the proposed Emergency Plan, the Acting
Radiological Manager is relieved by the TSC Radiological Manager or the EOF
Radiological Director within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency

classification. With the benefits of improvements in access control, radiation monitoring,
and advancements in technology, the Acting Radiological Manager can maintain
situationai awareness of the event, while performing all required emergency planning
functions, without assistance from augmented staff for an additional 15 minutes (90
minutes total).
3.2.6 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Dose
Assessment/Projections
The on-shift Lead Radiation Protection Technician currently assumes the role of Dose
Assessor during a declared emergency.
The proposed Emergency Plan will maintain the commitment for on-shift staffing of one

qualified individual (may be filled by the Acting Radiological Manager) to perform Dose
Assessments/Projections with augmentation of individuals qualified to perform dose
assessment in the TSC and EOF each within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or
higher emergency classification.

As discussed previously in Section 3.1.2, radiological dose assessment has benefited
from technological advances that make dose assessment less time-consuming.
Enhancements in dose assessment software have reduced the time required to perform
dose assessments and provide the results to the Emergency Director. With the use of the
current dose assessment program (including plant status, meteorological and radiation
monitoring data) one person can easily and rapidly perform dose assessments during
emergency conditions. Improvements in dose assessment software enable performance

of this major task for an additional 15 minutes (90 minutes total) without adversely
impacting the function.
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3.2.7 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Radiation Protection

The proposed Emergency Plan maintains the staffing of two on-shift Radiation Protection
technicians with augmentation of three additional Radiation Protection Technicians within
60 minutes and four additional Radiation Protection Technicians within 90 minutes.
On-shift Radiation Protection Technicians can quickly determine radiological conditions

using the plant radiation monitor system as discussed previously in Section 3.1.2. This
data can be used to brief on-shift operators and response teams on area conditions. It is
also used to determine areas that may require follow-up radiation surveys.
The benefits of improvements in access control, radiation monitoring, and advancements

in technology adequately compensate for any additional burden imposed on the
Radiation Protection Staff by the retention of the their duties until the augmentation of the
seven additional Radiation Protection Technicians (three within 60 minutes and four
within 90 minutes).
3.2.8 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Field Monitoring Team

Activities

During the initial stages of an event, the major response activities are concentrated on
placing the plant in a safe condition. In-plant radiological monitoring instrumentation
provides a means to determine radiological conditions during an emergency. If radiation
levels are either elevated or unknown in an area that requires entry during the initial
stages of an event, the on-shift Radiation Protection Technicians are available to perform
onsite surveys. Following an event, installed in-plant post-accident radiation monitoring
instrumentation (Containment Hi Range Rad Monitors, Main Steam Line Monitors, Fuel

Handling Building Radiation Monitors, and Unit Vent monitors) provide rapid indication of

a release of radioactive material which can be used by the Dose Assessor to quantify a
radioactive release. These monitors display indications in the Control Room via the

Integrated Computer System and computers located in the Health Physics control point

area.

Note that the onsite monitor team does not require a driver since all onsite areas are
within walking distances. The proposed Emergency Plan provides for one on-shift

qualified individual to perform onsite field monitoring and augmentation of one additional
Radiation Protection Technician within 90 minutes for onsite field monitoring. The benefits
of improvements and advancements in technology (as described earlier), adequately

compensate for any additional burden imposed on the onsite field monitor by the
retention of their duties until augmentation within 90 minutes of the additional Radiation
Protection Technician to perform onsite Field Monitoring.

The proposed Emergency Plan provides for augmentation of two offsite Field Monitoring
Teams (each including a driver) to the EOF within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or

higher emergency classification. During the initial phases of an event, it is not expected to
involve a significant need for offsite field monitoring, therefore it is acceptable to augment

the offsite Field Monitoring Teams to the EOF within 90 minutes of declaration an Alert of
higher emergency classification.
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3.2.9 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Emergency Classification
The current Emergency Plan does not account for the position of Emergency
Classification Advisor. The proposed Emergency Plan will staff one on-shift Emergency

Classification Advisor that may be filled by the Shift Technical Advisor (that may be

assigned other functions). As discussed earlier, improvements in the monitoring of plant
parameters via the Integrated Computer System, and in emergency procedures, have

reduced the burden on the Shift Technical Advisor during events, allowing the Shift
Technical Advisor to perform monitoring and technical support for Emergency
Classification. As a result, the Emergency Classification Advisor will be capable of
fulfilling this function until relieved of their duties once the TSC or EOF is activated within
90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

3.2.10 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Engineering

The on-shift Shift Technical Advisor is a licensed Senior Reactor Operator and holds a

Technical or Engineering degree. During an emergency event, the on-shift Shift Technical
Advisor monitors the critical safety functions of the plant, and provides advisory technical
support to the Shift Manager/Emergency Director in the areas of thermal dynamics,
reactor engineering, classification, and plant analysis. As discussed earlier,
improvements in the monitoring of plant parameters via the Integrated Computer System,
and in emergency procedures, have reduced the burden on the Shift Technical Advisor

during postulated events, allowing the Shift Technical Advisor to perform monitoring and
technical support for Emergency Classification. As a result, the Shift Technical Advisor is
capable of fulfilling this function until the TSC is activated within 90 minutes of declaration
of an Alert or higher emergency classification.

Due to the time needed to stabilize the plant and assess the event, the initial phase of an
event will not involve a significant need for engineering analysis, but may require trouble
shooting and minor repair work. On-shift maintenance staff have the necessary training
and expertise to perform troubleshooting and minor repairs during plant operations, and
would be available to perform these activities. Therefore, the augmentation of the one
Electrical/l&C Engineer, one Mechanical Engineer, and one Nuclear Engineer to the TSC

within 90 minutes of declaration of an Alert or higher emergency classification will provide
the required support for the on-shift capabilities.

3.2.11 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Security
The current Emergency Plan uses a security staffing per the site Security Plan. As part of
the Security Plan, the on-shift Security Force Supervisor assumes the responsibilities of

Acting Security Manager until relieved by the augmented Security Manager. STPNOC is
not requesting a change for the Site Access Control and Personnel Accountability Major
Functional Area duties as described in the current plan. The proposed Emergency Plan
will extend the augmentation time of the augmenting Security Manager to 90 minutes,

consistent with the facility activation time. Since the Security Force Supervisor will have
no collateral duties, they are capable of fulfilling their function until augmented within 90
minutes by the TSC Security Manager.
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3.2.12 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Repair Team Activities
The proposed Emergency Plan uses on-shift Operations staff in accordance with

Technical Specifications and does not specify a Radwaste Operator or Fire Brigade

staffing. The Fire Brigade is staffed per the Technical Requirements Manual. Therefore,

details of the on-shift staffing of Operations and Fire Brigades is not specifically stated in

the proposed Emergency Plan.

Repair teams on-shift Maintenance staffing includes two Electricians, one Mechanic, and

one I&C Technician supporting the Emergency Core Cooling System equipment, event
mitigation, and equipment repair. Due to the time needed to stabilize the plant and

assess the event the initial phase of an accident is not expected to involve a significant
need for augmented repair team support staff. It is expected that more significant repair
activities would not be initiated until several hours after the event occurred. Initial event
response actions associated with troubleshooting are completed by on-shift personnel
and augmentation of repair teams will be on an as needed basis.
3.2.13 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Supervision of Repair

Team Activities

The proposed Emergency Plan uses an on-shift staffing of one Duty Maintenance

Supervisor (Acting Operations Support Center Coordinator) to supemse repair team
activities. This individual will have no collateral duties, and is relieved by the Operations

Support Center Coordinator upon activation of the Operations Support Center. Since the

Duty Maintenance Supervisor will have no collateral duties, they are capable of fulfilling
their function until augmented within 90 minutes by the Operations Support Center
Coordinator.

3.2.14 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Media Information
The change is the addition of the Functional Area of Media Information to Table C-1 .

Media Information support will align with Joint Information Center staffing.

3.2.15 Basis for Proposed Changes to Functional Area of Information Technology

The change is the addition of the Functional Area of Information Technology, and the
addition of an IT Technician in the TSC and in the EOF/JIC to Table C-1. Information
Technology support will align with appropriate facility staffing.
3.2.16 Basis for Proposed Changes to Emergency Plan Section G

The proposed changes to Emergency Plan Section G to extend the facility activation

times to be within approximately 90 minutes is acceptable because the on-shift
Emergency Response Organization is capable of fulfilling their roles, until augmented,
with no adverse consequences, and does not impact their ability to implement the

Emergency Plan ensuring the protection for the health and safety of the public.
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3.3 Matagorda County and the State of Texas
The License Amendment Request to move the Emergency Response Organization

Augmentation times from 60 and 75 minutes to 90 minutes does not impact the ability of
Matagorda County or the State of Texas to implement the offsite emergency plan
ensuring the protection for the health and safety of the public.
Matagorda County staffs the offsite Response Organization at the Alert declaration and

activates at the Site Area Emergency or General Emergency. The State of Texas staffs
and activates at the Site Area Emergency or General Emergency. Neither Matagorda

County nor the State of Texas have a required activation time of the facilities. The offsite

emergency plans have pre-designated response actions built into their procedures based
on the emergency classification.
Regardless of whether the on-shift or the augmented Emergency Response Organization
has command and control, the offsite agencies will contact the Emergency Response

Facility (indicated on the offsite Notification Form) to obtain current emergency status,
and request additional information as needed.

Matagorda County and the Department of State Health Services have signed letters
(Attachment 5) stating the understanding and agreement of the License Amendment

Request Emergency Response Organization augmentation time change from 60 and 75
minutes to 90 minutes.
3.4 Conclusion
The proposed revision to the Emergency Plan staff augmentation times would

increase the STPEGS Emergency Response Facilities activation times. As identified

in Regulatory Guide 1.219, (Reference 7), this proposed change is an example of a

change made to emergency planning function 10 CFR 50.47 (b)(2), Onsite

Emergency Response Organization, which could require prior NRC approval. Following

the guidance in 10 CFR 50.54(q)(1)(iv), STPNOC has concluded that the proposed

change is a reduction in the Emergency Plan effectiveness. Changes to a licensee's
Emergency Plan that are considered a Reduction in Effectiveness of the plan may not

be implemented without prior NRC approval and are required to be submitted as a
License Amendment Request in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90.

The proposed changes continue to support the functional areas of the Emergency Plan,
to ensure the protection of the health and safety of the public and site personnel, and
does not present a significant burden to the on-shift personnel. Although the Emergency
Response Organization staffing augmentation response time is being increased, resulting
in an increased Emergency Response Facility activation time, the Emergency

Preparedness Functional Area tasks identified in the Emergency Plan will continue to be
performed by the on-shift staff until relieved by augmented Emergency Response
Organization responders and will not result in a reduction of the capability of the on-shift
Emergency Response Organization to effectively respond to the emergency.

Based on overall improvements in technology, procedures, training, and staffing levels
available, since the original implementation of the guidance contained in NUREG-

0654/FEMA-REP-1 (Reference 1), STPNOC has determined that, when implemented, the
Emergency Plan as changed will continue to meet the planning standards of 10 CFR
50.47(b), and the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.
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4.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION
4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements
The regulatory requirements and guidance applicable to the proposed E-Plan changes
are as follows:

10CFR50.47(b) states:
(b) The onsite and, except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, offsite emergency
response plans for nuclear power reactors must meet the following standards:

(1) Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear facility licensee

and by State and local organizations within the Emergency Planning Zones have
been assigned, the emergency responsibilities of the various supporting
organizations have been specifically established, and each principal response
organization has staff to respond and to augment its initial response on a
continuous basis.

(2) On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response are

unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident

response in key functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of
response capabilities is available and the interfaces among various onsite
response activities and offsite support and response activities are specified.

10 CFR 50.54(a)mriin states:
Emergency planning function means a capability or resource necessary to prepare for and
respond to a radiological emergency, as set forth in the elements of section IV, of

appendix E to this part [Part 50] and, for nuclear power reactor licensees, the planning
standards of §50.47(b).
10 CFR 50.54(a)f1)fiv) states:

Reduction in effectiveness means a change in an emergency plan that results in reducing
the licensee's capability to perform an emergency planning function in the event of a
radiological emergency.

10 CFR 50.54(a)(2) states in part:
A holder of a license under this part, .. . shall follow and maintain the effectiveness of an
emergency plan that meets the requirements in appendix E to this part and, for nuclear
power reactor licensees, the planning standards of § 50.47(b).

10CFR50.54(cO(3) states:
The licensee may make changes to its emergency plan without NRC approval only if the

licensee performs and retains an analysis demonstrating that the changes do not reduce
the effectiveness of the plan and the plan, as changed, continues to meet the
requirements in appendix E to this part and, for nuclear power reactor licensees, the

planning standards of § 50.47 (b).
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10CFR50.54(a)(4) states:
The changes to a licensee's emergency plan that reduce the effectiveness of the plan as

defined in paragraph (q)(1)(iv) of this section may not be implemented without prior
approval by the NRC. A licensee desiring to make such a change after February 21, 2012
shall submit an application for an amendment to its license. In addition to the filing
requirements of§§ 50.90 and 50.91, the request must include all emergency plan pages

affected by that change and must be accompanied by a forwarding letter identifying the

change, the reason for the change, and the basis for concluding that the licensee's
emergency plan, as revised, will continue to meet the requirements in appendix E to this
part and, for nuclear power reactor licensees, the planning standards of § 50.47(b).

10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section IV, PartAstatesm part:
The organization for coping with radiological emergencies shall be described, including
definition of authorities, responsibilities, and duties of individuals assigned to the

licensee's emergency organization and the means for notification of such individuals in the
event of an emergency. Specifically, the following shall be included:

a detailed analysis demonstrating that on-shift personnel assigned emergency plan

implementation functions are not assigned responsibilities that would prevent the timely

performance of their assigned functions as specified in the emergency plan.

The current STPEGS Emergency Plan meets the planning standards of 10 CFR
50.47(b), and the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix E as required by 10 CFR

50.54(q). The STPNOC Emergency Plan, as changed, will continue to meet the planning

standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b), and the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix E. In

addition, the proposed amendment changes certain staff augmentation response times
from 60 minutes and 75 minutes to 90 minutes. This proposed change to 90 minutes is

considered a reduction in effectiveness as defined by 10 CFR 50.54(q)(1)(iv) and
requires submittal based on 10 CFR 50.54(q)(4). Therefore, STPNOC is submitting this
LAR pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90.
STPNOC, as required under 10 CFR 50.54(q)(4), is hereby submitting proposed
revisions to the Emergency Plan for NRC approval prior to implementation. The

proposed changes continue to meet the provisions of 10 CFR 50.47(b) as the

Emergency Plan will continue to have onsite and offsite emergency responsibilities and
provide adequate staffing to provide facility accident responses. The proposed

augmentation response time to the STPEGS Emergency Plan will continue to have onsite
and offsite emergency response plans that meet 10 CFR 50.47(b) and continue to
provide protection of the health and safety of the public in the event of a radiological
emergency.

STPNOC has evaluated the proposed change against the applicable regulatory

requirements and acceptance criteria. The proposed Emergency Plan changes continue
to assure that regulatory requirements are met and that personnel and public health and
safety are not impacted.
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4.2 Applicable Regulatory Guidance
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.101, Revision 2, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for
Nuclear Power Reactors" (Reference 6), provides guidance on methods acceptable to the

NRC staff for implementing specific parts of NRC regulations (i.e. 10 CFR 50.47(b) and
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50). RG 1.101 endorses NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1
(Referencel), which provides specific acceptance criteria for complying with the
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.47(b). These criteria provide a basis for NRC licensees,

and state and local governments to develop acceptable radiological emergency plans and
improve emergency preparedness.
Regulatory Guide 1.219, "Guidance on Making Changes to Emergency Plans for Nuclear
Power Reactors" (Reference 7), provides guidance on methods acceptable to the NRC

staff for implementation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) as it relates to making changes to emergency
response plans.

NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, Section II.B provides evaluation criteria for the
onsite emergency organization:
II.B.5 Each licensee shall specify the positions or title and major tasks to be performed by
the persons to be assigned to the functional areas of emergency activity. For
emergency situations, specific assignments shall be made for all shifts and for plant
staff members, both onsite and away from the site. These assignments shall cover
the emergency functions in Table B-1 entitled, "Minimum Staffing Requirements for
Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies." The minimum on-shift staffing levels shall be
as indicated in Table B-1. The licensee must be able to augment on-shift

capabilities within a short period after declaration of an emergency. This capability

shall be as indicated in Table B-1. The implementation schedule for licensed
operators, auxiliary operators and the shift technical advisor on shift shall be as
specified in the July 31, 1980 letter to all power reactor licensees. Any deficiencies
in the other staffing requirements of Table B-1 must be capable of augmentation

within 30 minutes by September 1, 1981, and such deficiencies must be fully
removed by July 1, 1982.

NUREG-0654 states general guidance concerning the offsite emergency organization to
allow licensees some flexibility in the number of on-shift staff required by emergency
plans for response to emergency events. NUREG-0654 guidance recommends that there
be, in addition to on-shift personnel, 30-mjnute and 60-minute responders. The
augmented ERO responders assume many managerial, engineering, and administrative
duties from the on-shift personnel, allowing them to focus more fully on plant operations.

NUREG-0654 also provides the guidance that augmentation time be measured from the

declaration of the emergency.

The current Emergency Plan staffing in Table C-1 meets the intent of NUREG0654/FEMA-REP-1 (Reference 1). While the NUREG-0654 provides guidance for staff

augmentation at 30 minutes and 60 minutes, the current STPEGS Emergency Plan
establishes augmentation times of 60 minutes and 75 minutes as previously approved by

the NRC (Reference 2).
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The amendment proposes to change certain staffing and staff augmentation response time
from 60 minutes and 75 minutes to 90 minutes. This change has been reviewed and
concurrence has been received by the State of Texas and Matagorda County. STPNOC

has evaluated the proposed change against the applicable regulatory guidance and

acceptance criteria. The proposed E-Plan changes continue to assure that regulatory
guidance and emergency planning standards associated with emergency response are
met.

4.3 Precedent
None
4.4 No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.90, STP Nuclear Operating Company
(STPNOC) requests approval of an amendment to revise the STPEGS Emergency Plan.
The proposed changes would result in a revision in the staffing and staff augmentation
times for certain Emergency Response Organization positions from 60 minutes and 75
minutes to 90 minutes.

STPNOC has evaluated the proposed amendment against the standards in 10 CFR 50.92
and has determined that the proposed amendment presents no significant hazards.
STPNOC's evaluation against each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92 follows.

Criterion 1:

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.

The proposed amendment has no effect on normal plant operation or on any accident
initiator or precursors and does not impact the function of plant structures, systems, or
components. The proposed changes do not alter or prevent the ability of the Emergency
Response Organization to perform their intended functions to mitigate the consequences
of an accident or event.

Therefore, the proposed STPEGS Emergency Plan change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
Criterion 2:

Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of

accident from any accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.

The proposed amendment does not impact any accident analysis. The change does not
involve a physical alteration of the plant (i.e., no new or different type of equipment will be
installed), a change in the method of plant operation, or new operator actions. The
proposed change does not introduce failure modes that could result in a new accident,
and the change does not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis. The proposed
change revises the on-shift staffing and staff augmentation response times in the STPEGS
Emergency Plan. The proposed changes do not alter or prevent the ability of the

Emergency Response Organization to perform their intended functions to mitigate the

consequences of an accident or event.
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Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

Criterion 3:

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of

safety?

Response: No.

Margin of safety is associated with confidence in the ability of the fission product barriers
(i.e., fuel cladding, reactor coolant system pressure boundary, and containment

structure) to limit the level of radiation dose to the public. The proposed change is
associated with the STPEGS Emergency Plan staff and staff augmentation and does not

impact operation of the plant or its response to transients or accidents. The change does
not affect the Technical Specifications. The proposed change does not involve a change

in the method of plant operation and no accident analyses will be affected by the

proposed change. Safety analysis acceptance criteria are not affected by the proposed
change. The revised STPEGS Emergency Plan will continue to provide the necessary
response staff with the proposed change. Therefore, the proposed change is determined

to not adversely affect the ability to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(q)(2), 10
CFR 50 Appendix E, or the emergency planning standards described in 10 CFR
50.47(b).

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

STPNOC has evaluated the proposed amendment against the applicable regulatory

requirements and acceptance criteria. The proposed Emergency Plan changes continue to
assure that regulatory requirements and emergency planning standards associated with
emergency response are met.

Based on the above evaluation, STPNOC has determined that operation of the facility in

accordance with the proposed change does not involve a significant hazards consideration

as defined in 10 CFR 50.92(c), in that it does not, (1) involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated; (2) create the possibility

of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated; or (3) involve
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable

assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in
the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
A review has determined that the proposed amendment would change a requirement with
respect to installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted area, as
defined in 10 CFR 20, or would change an inspection or surveillance requirement.
However, the proposed amendment does not involve (i) a significant hazards

consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or a significant increase in the amounts
of any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual or

cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets

the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore,
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental
assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL OF EMERGENCIES
This section of the Plan. describes the organizations required by the Station darmg a declared

The Qnishift ||§3|uB| Emergency Response Organization and the Roster ||E||||@||||||(de5ignated
Emergency Response Orgamzatioa are activated ia case of an emergency. The Onshifi.

Emergency Response Orgimizatioa is a-ugmented by Emergency Response Qrganizaticm.
perGonnel-

The Onshift ^BIuff Emergency B.esponse Oiganizattoa has the inrtral respoasibility for declariog
fhe emergency classification, providing timely notification to Federal, State, and County
aufhorities, developing and providmg protective action recomniendatioiis -Eo the State and County
authorities- The emergency dirties of the Onshift |m|sIufJ Respoase Organization are transfeired
to the BasmiSfillSld Emergency Respouse Orgaaization. as the emergency response facilities are
activated.

The ^^^ntg3 Emergency Response Organization is provided with aa adequate roster of
available persqrtttel to allow for relief and turnover on a shaft basis, if required. Persoanel

relieving. g|||ng§|J|8| Emeigaicy Response Orgamzatiou. positions wQl follow guidance contaiaed
m their position based procedure.
Figure C-6. describes the Station Emergency Response comm.unications inferface with State.

Coiiaty, &-@|j Federal Agencies.
&1—Normal Station Ope.ra.fmg Orgamzatioa

The daily Station operafmg orgajnzatioa is described m Section 13.1.2 offhe Station
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report The Plant General Manager reports to fhe Senior
Vice President Ul & U2. The Senior Vice President Ul & U2 reports to fhe PrecideQf and
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)- The Plant General Manager is respoasiblo for the
operation and maiatenEmce of the Station. &i tiie afiseace of the Plant Geiteral &'!anager,

responsibility for operarioji and mamtenaace is specified m approved Station
adntinistratr.-e procedures.

The Emergency Director 13 responsible for the acth-atioQ and dire.ctioQ offhe Station
Emergency Response Organization- He is also reGponsibte for easuriag raoourcea are

availabl&to support operatiou over a. protracted period.

E-FLA?,SEC-C Page 1 of 34 S.evisioaICN 20-10
2/'wn
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C

GS — 'Non delegalbl&'Dele-gable Emergency Director Responsibilities:
Declaration of new emergency classificationG;
*—Approval ofof&ite protective action recommendations issusd to State and Coiuify

aufcorities;

*—Approval of required notifications to State and County;
*—Approval of planned expoisures in excess of Code of Federal Pi.egulatioa.G, Title 10, Part

20 limits:

• — Aufhorizmg the use QfPQtassium lodide;
Approval of departures from Hcease conditions per Code of Federal Regulations, Title
10, Part 50.5'l(x) for emergency response activities NOT related to Control Room
Operation actions;
*—Declaruig entiy into the Severe Accident Management ChudeIineB.

The. ddegable Emergency Du-ectorresponsibiHtie.s and authorities are:
Requesting of Federal assistance through, the NE.C;
•—Approval of press releases prior to iGsuance;

Approval of required notifications to theNE.C;
*—Approval of commitments to the NR.C.

Th&ie responstbilities and authorities flliall be traEisferred &offl. the Shift Mianager^ who
msy initially assume the role ofEmeTgeacy Du-ector at Ihe onset of the emergency, to the
Techmcal Support Center Manager or the Emergeacy Operations Facility Director as each
asisumes responsibiIitieB and autliorities oftlie Emeigencir Dtrector.

E-PLAN\SEC-C Page 1 of 34 Revision ICN 20-9

1WW9
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
&3C.1 Oa-shift Emergency Response Oiganizatioa

^^^?^^^^^^^^^^^^^:^^^3;3$^^§^i^^2^^^^11^:i%^^s^y

Should an emergency be declared, the Shift Manager (Emergency Director) activates fhe

Oashift BS3|g|H Rfisponse Oiganizriioa fi^>m tfae normal operating staff gn^s|uS^^K8

i^^^of^^E^SSCS^^^SS§3^- The individuals constituting the Gas&ifi ^^B

Response Orgaaization will assume th-eir respective titles and the responsibilities for their
posittoaimtfl relieved as aecessary-

The Oosbi& |Hgg|ufJ| Response Orgaaizatio& is composed of members of t&e Plant
0|.seratums staff, fhe Shift Technical Advisor, Health Physics, Chemistey; Mamteaajcice.
g^Plsmt Protection, and Emergency Response Teams. The Onshi&On-sliift
Response Organization maybe supplemeuted as needed by fhe Emergency Director as

required by the situation. The ^iAifi gBjgj^ complement provides for the capability of
24 hours per day emergency response- Positions for the Oashift |B|§jui| Emergeaicy
Response Organization are depicted in Figure C-l- The Onshift Em.ergency ResipQnse
Orgnmzatton meets the persoimel requiiements of

NUREG 065'Wederal Emergency Management Agenc;' Report 1, Section B, Table B 1.
A detailed On shift Staffing Analysis has beea performed- The On shift StaffmgAnalyisis
is documented in the RecordG M"""g.ement S;rstem as STI 33633906.

The BB^^EJ^^^^^H duties of the onshtft ^HUS coinpleaienl^ as an inihal

Emergency Response Orgaaaizatioifc are Gimilar to liieir noimal duties^ exe^fras described
below.

G^iC.1.1 Shift ManagerCommaad and Control

HI!:S^^S82HI@IIBSl;he Shift Manager initially assumes the

position of Emergency Director until relieved by the Technical Syg'gortC^ter

Manager or the Emergency Operattcms Facility Director. ^3|^g^^^^3|0u^^re;g
^^^;i^^"^^^3~^^[^^f,^^£^^^^^

vS'SaBMa^asSSe

^5™^=K-®S^^>^:^S3:®^^^^^

7^^C-^"'""h ^"^'-"--"'^"'—""—TTTf "l—""—^^ "^^^- . ^: ..•;^.T. ;./—L;-.'<--A^..'^:^;^-— .

^^^^^Q^&bsy respQQsibilifies of the Emergency Director ase
• Recognize, classify; and declare the emergency coaditioni;

E-PLAWSEC-C

Page 3 of 34

Revision ICN 20-12

12/20/12
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
• Completaag notifications and makeisg protective action recommemiatioms to

offeite agencies;; and
• Directffig onsite emergency response activities, momtormg plant conditions for
changes in Emergeocy Action. Levek and emergency classificatioas, and
direcfaag Control Room response to mitigate the emergency conditioik.

Once Ae Emergency Director rasponQibilitieG and aufhorities are assumed "by the Teclmical
Support Center Manager or Emergency Operations Facility Director, the Shift Manager
remains in the Control Room, 'but reports to tiie Operations Manager-

;E2^5!SB^f|E3tRi"gi^

BBiiseEoBIIiStasMuBSSK

'^S^SS^S£SS^S^..Ss^SS^sS^^^^SS^:&

titunca

^s^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ai^^^^^
!®TSa'i^^S?ti!!!SSi|SS!EI^jSaS'33SBS^^^^^^

BBBsB^B^^BUSU
l^wBBiiffll^iS^^SBBH3?BI
• ItS^^Si^^WSSH

E-PLAN-'.SEC-C

Page 4a£ 34

Revisioa ICN 20-12

12/20/12
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
i

iil^Bumnui

iBKBni^lBelnoBifiBafiiMiHEtS^^

lunSiUE^.It'aiJSgSSjS.)

lOBa

^^^^^^^^^|j^^^^|^^^^^^^g'|^ii^!:y«?;::i-%::3^;;^%s^

nKHISMBHiHSMISSffiMiStBUmS
!;^H^=i^^^c%^^^;?.I^;^B^-fe:s^'^^S:^%??-^::S!i^ ^ i'ri';- ."?5S'S

SBfiJIfilinSSMicroiSBSI

E-PLAWSEC-C

Page 5 of 34

a-evtsion ICN 20-13

1003/13
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTMC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
G^SC.13 Acting Radiological MaoageriSupervision of Radiatitta
Protection

Gemor radiological P^rotectioa gtechtudan Aall assumes the position of Acting
Radiological Manager until relieved by the Radiological Manager in fba Techmcal

^^^C^^toL^^?^^ag^^Mog^^^ager US reports fiBB|BSSBSSS
|^^^^mB|g^^3^^B^^^^^^^^Bwa telephone to the Emergency
i^^^iS^S=^^3^^^^-:^-^^-L<^^^^^^-b^-TK^^-^L^S"I^^^^~^^

Director in the Control Room at an Unusual Event and assists "with the activatiQa of
fhe OpCTations STipport Center at an Alert or higher e-meargency classification- The
k^reagomAulifMsjsf the Acting Radiological Manager are j3g|Rgng§iHU

• Assessmg Station radiological and environmental conditions;

• Respoadiag to radiological problemsr;
• Identifyiag special radiological protective measures;;
• Detennmeifig special Radiation Work Permit requiremeafs^
• Verifymg ^emergency gelassification if based oa radiological Emergency
Action Levels;;
• Reviewisg and recontmendisg emergeacy exposures to emergency response

personnel in excess of Code of Federal Regulations. Title 10, Part 20 limits:;
• Easureiag adequate inventories of radiological supplies, equipmait,, aad
Radiation Protection personnel are available:;
• Providliag prompt dose projection wliea requested-r

During an. Alert or lugher emergeacy classification, fh.e Acting RadiQlogical
Manager, after being relieved ofresponsibilily and aufhority tsy the Radiological
Manager in the Techoicid Support Center, assumes fhe responsibilities of the
Assistant Radiological Coordinator m the Operationis Support Center-
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^SSSSf^^^v^S^
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QS-SC.1.9 Aefesg-Securrty Manager

p^-^^^S^'-ii^^^^sSB^s^^Sss^^^^s^-

IffittlSJHI^BJ^MBIS^M^ The onsKAoa-shift Secmity Force

Supervisor assumes the position of Acting Security Manager until relieved by the
Security Manager in the^TedhruEcal Support Center. The Actiflg Security Manager
reports via telephone |§u||||RQ3s to fhe Emergenq,'' Director m fhe Coatrol Room

RMHSBBBBS^SeIeDi%BeB®^BB-il8iGBKBIuBKBSE]B^ffiS^8BBI^%iJ^iatlQuBifi
lanageSliilffiSSS'eBs'iSSIJffiSSHil^^

an Unusual Event or higher emergency classifca.fion.T^lM^'Tesponsibilities of

fe&Actmg Security Maaager ^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^H?nse:

• Directiag the implementation of Security emergea.cy response activities as

Bpecified in fhe Station Safeguards Security Plan;
Acfh-atmg the Emorgency Notification imd Pk.eGpoiise System;

• Impleraeatifig assembly and accouatabilrty efforts?
• Establishiag special access controls;
* Providgifig for tiie expedient. entr^'- and exit of emergency vehicles;

• Directifig changes to security operations based on radiological coaditioas;
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During an Alert or higher efflergency claissification, fhe onshift Security Force
Supervisor, after being relieved of Acting Securits,' Manager responsibility and
aufhority by the Security Manageif m fh.e Teclinical S-upport Center, returns to the
reBponsibiltties of the Security Force SuperviGor.

SIBB9SBKHBB3
EQaBtrtgassMSU^ffliiUBStuJ^^

S^SS^^^S^^^^S^S£^SS^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^MlS^MS^^i^^i^^S§^^^^S^SS^is§S.

IBBffiiBh^^^S§S^B§B^^Ba^B^BBBIffi

SliE^fitoSlBSBEHIS^^BPliBiSBBi

?™S^^^S^^^^^^^^^^^^^®^%^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^?^^^&"^^£^:K^^

SiS!BSSSSS^SSBS^^^^BSS^^Si
SSaiKaSESoBBma

•GiooBSyBStiMlafliBiSHiESfiE^tuis^^
V^iSS3^0WISUSSSSsSii9ViS~'~s~~~m"~''^^
|S!SE^.S=3S.^SaS,T"^^

ISISSIBSftSBSBfflHiBISI

y^^^^iWSofvB^WS^S^SSB^B&&iSiQsS?S^W^

iij^ggiBaggj'iig^WljiffigigIIMgigffigisfiS^

iS^T^»t?^s^;=^£^
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ceoaMcai^^UCeiBlMMciaiU.

G^4C.1.1I Acting OperationG Supporf
'C3

Center Coordmator

Mamteuance Supervisor assumes the position. of Acting Operations

Support Center Coordinator (OERPOI-ZV-SH04) until relieved "by the
Operations Support Ceater Coordmator- The Acting Operations

Support Center Coordinator reports via telephone to the Emergency
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

.ijBBBKTOggMilEMteIjeByBoni.at-aa

Unusual Event The key responsibilities of the Acting Operations

Support Center Cooniiaator are BB@^BB^MKIinB@Si!^B:
• Providgmg ongoing mamtenance support to activities assigned

by the Emergency Directori
• Ensuigmg that emergency team activities are performed m
accordance with. approved procedures sn& policyf
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• Eusuigiag that deviations from Station procedures and NR.C
regulations are approved by the Emergency Director?
• Establishmg and staffi&s &e Operations STJpport Center -with
onsliift Iggjtafl persooael to support plaut emergeaQ'' respouse
activities, if requested by the Emergency Directoii
• Basur||mg that emergency teams formed sad dispatched are
properly briefed and status momtoredi
May fulfill Radiological Prof action (double asterisk) functions
from Table C 1. (Accea;; Control. Dosimetry LsGue. Personael
Monitoring, and Search & ReBcue).

Alert or higher emergency classification, the onsluftDuty
Maintenance Supervisor, aAerbeiag relieved of Acting Operations
Support Center Coordinator responGibility, supports fhe Operations
Support Center, as required;

C.3.5 Shift Tedmical Advisor
The Shift Technical AdviBor has flis primaQ' reBpoasibility to aiisist the
Emergency Director ia the mitigation of accident cons equencess- The Sliift

Teclmical Advisor is available to Control Room. perGonnel 2'1 hours per day

when either unit is above cold ahntdovm and is capable of being in the
Control Room vrifhin ten (10) minuteii or lass aflerbemg notified.
C.3.6 ENS Communicator
The oasite. ENS Commuuicator reports to tlia Control Room at. as. Uuuoual Event or

higher emergency cIaBoification toperfbmi the follo^'mg fanctions:

laitiateis notification of the Emergency Response Organization in accordance

with procedure OPGP05 ZV IN03, Emergency Recsponse Qrganization
NotificatiorL
*—Tru+.ffltpR mmTmmiratlQTif! wTth flip N"C^"r Rfgnlntnry f'ommipstnn

The ENS Cofflmumcator duties may be performed 'by the following:
Personnel cun-ently or previously licensed by NPi-C,
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•—SRO Management Certified PersonneL

C.3.7 Plant Operators

The OQshift Plant Operations peraon&el are reap oas Ale for:
Operations of ati reactor related equipment;
*—Coordination, of activities affecting Station otmctuTes. isystems and compeaeate;
Equipment clearances;
• — Acfivaticm. of fire brigade and emergency care teafiis;.

Iden.tific.aAion ofemereoQcy classifications:
A Plant Operator is assigned to report to fe& affected •unit's control room upon any
declaration oftfae. Emergency Plan to act. a;s the State/County Coj33municafe&

Those Plant Operators not assigned oashift duties in the operatioa offhe -umta by
the Emergency Director report to the Operations Support Center at an. Alert or

higher emergency classificafion- The Emergency Director can utilizs the Plant
Operators via the Acting Operations Support Center Coordinartor.
C.3.8 Onshifit Chemistiy Teclmician
Oushift Chemistiy Techoiciafls are reBponsible for post accident samplmg-aad
analysis. CJiemistry personnel report to the Operations Siipport Center at an Alert
or higher emergency classification unless otherwise directed-

•—May fulfill Puidiological Protection (doulils asterisk) fmictioas from Table C I,
(RP Coverage for Corrective Actions).
C-3-9 OnslufkMamteoance
The onshiftMainteuaace pensormel report to the Operations Support Centef-at-aa

Alert or hieher emergency claoGification or at an Unusual Event if the Acting
Operations Support Center Coordinator begins activatmg-th.e Operations SB^pert
C£Qf£T>
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C-3.10 Plant Protection
Onshift Plant Protection perscamel remain. at their duty stations in accordance with
the Security Plan, imlasG otherwise directed
Plant Protectam. or other suitably qualifiBd individuals are assigned &e ERO
roster position of On site Commumcator in the Control Room-

The On site Communicator position provideis a support function to the
Emergency Director in tfae early stages of Emergency Plan activation (e-g.
making Public Address anaouncement imtistion. of non tim.e critical
communications as designated by the Emergency Director, and screenmg ef
iacomiag commumc.ations).
•—When the EPJ3 roBter position of On oite Commumcatar is a designated
member of Plant Protection, the Plant Protection, duties associated with

execution of the Security Plan are the higher priority for security related eTeufsIn such casess. the duties of the On site Comnmmcatormay be absorbed by

other membens of the on shift staff. Ths followiag are specific duties fha^asst
be reassigned (wifb. suggested asoignments):•—Requirements for ccumnumcatiou of plant status to m.embera of
management, etc. [should be reassigned to a-member of fhe Operations staff

in tfae opposite, unit &om the location of the Emergency Director•—Public Address aimoimcement duties are absorbed by fheEmeigency
Director and. may be delegated to any available station staff faraitiar-wifh
t&s operation of the commuoicatious equipment;
•—Incoming calls to the EmergeiLcy Director are liandled by the Emergency
Director, who may assign, any available station staff to assist m Bcreening
mcommg commumcattons.
<.1.12 Emergency Response Teams

Emergency Response Teams typically ctmsist ofpersoimel who have been trained
in the procedures and practices fhat describe the peribrmaace of their duties as
Emergency Team. members or leaders. As required by the emergency conditioas.

the Operations Snpport Center Coordinator may temporarily assign other plant.
personnel to the Emergency Teams to assist the regular team-members during aa
emergency.
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Those members of (he Emergency Response Orgaaizatioa. who are not on sfte at the time

of the emergency jshaU be able to augment the Onshift |BES|lHi6 Response Organizattoa
within 6Q to 75 @|B18 miautes of an emergency dedaratioa as Bpecified in Tabls C-l-te
provide mamiing levels recommended in MIREG 065'1The Technical Support Center and Operations Support Center Station Exaergency
Response OrgBaizatioas are activated at an Alert emergency classfficafion- Positions for

fliese facilities are depicted in. Figure C-2 &-3SB Figure C-3. Th.e^mergencY_Oparaifaons

Facility and Joint lafoimatioa Center are staffed, at the Alert g^^^^^^TO^^^^ and
may be activated at the discretion of the Emergency Director- Positions for these facilities
are depicted in Figure C-4 fe-Sn|| Figure C-5. The EmCTgeacy OperatiQasFaciUty and

Joint Information Ceater shall be activated at a Site Area ^3^^^^^^B^^B

BBflBeBBfi. The Emergency Operations Facility dose projection capaJbiUt^is activated
classification- m^aimg as Unusual Event
w
|ca®3|iJ the trending of plant condifcioris indicates the need for additional support,
tba Emergency

Director can activate all or part of&e Station Emergency Respoase Organization to report
to the Technical Support Center. Emergency Operations Faciiity, Jomt lofoimatioa Center
or Operations Support Center. The process to maintam a fully staffed Emergency
Response Organization is described in OPGP05-ZV-0003. Emergency Response
Organization.

Modifications to the Emergency Response Orgamzatma may be made by the Emergency
Director as required by fhe complesdty of the emergency.
The foilowmg key Emergency Response Orgaoization positions report to (he Teclunical
Support Center, the Operations Support Ceater. and the Emergeacy Operations Facility.
M, and are added augment te-the Onoluft g|BSBS$ Response
Organization Affag-following ffae declaration and mitigation of an. Alert; Site Area
Emergencvl or General Emergencv @ae1^^HclafsifiSBffl- These positions can be
SfiFg aetivated by the Emergency Director at an Uausual Event emergency classificatton.
C.^iC.1.1 Tedmieal Support Center Manager
The TecluucalSupgortCeQtCT Manager reports to fhe Technical Support Center at aa
^ert an(l provides guidance aad advice to the Control S.oom on

plant design and coordmatiag eagmeering activities in the areas of analysis, design
modifications, system response, and offsite protective action recommendations. The
Technical Support Center Manager may assume the position of Emergency Director from

fee Shift Masz.ger.
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CA.15C.2.15 Company Spokesperson
The Company Spokesperson reports to the Joint Information Center at aa Alert and
is^espossible for providing South Texas Project iafoimation to the news media|
Ugi approves press releases and mainfains contact with the Site Public Affairs
Coordiaatorl H|n|eets withof&ite agency Public Infonnafion Officers (PIO) prior
to news briefings.Jjlglesignates personnel to make public comment on the
emergencygHSffiSJchedules fiequent news cotifereaces in order to a^prise media
of cmreat mfbrfflation.

CA16C.2.16 Media Relations Manager
The Media Relations Manager reports to the Joint Iflfoi-mation Ceater at an Alert
and is responsible for the timely accurate flow ofmformatioatoltLe media^
coordmates schedules and auaounces fhe press briefmgs: and conferences, responds
to media inquiries for informatioa. arras.ees intervien's, lesponds to media
telephone inquiries, coordmates toitrs to ofher emergency response facilities as
directed-

J.2.17 Public Inquiry Manager
The Public Eaquay Manager reports to the Joint Information Ceater at an Alert and
is responsible for momtormg media outlets and public inquiries aad reports aad,
rectifies erroneous information^ coordinates activities of media inquiry telephone
responders, ensures moaitormg ofae\\'s OTitletB. coordinates correctioa of

rumors/media misinformation, provides public inquiry staff with press releases aad
corrected rumor iufoimation.

UK^B!^^^fflSBS^^S
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TABLE C-l
Page 1 of 3

MINIMUM STAFFING REQUIREMENTS (STPEGS)
(Including Capability for Additional Staffing)

MAJOR

FCXCTIOHAI.
AEEA

UNTT1
ONSHIFT

^osxxxo??
TITLE

±

UNIT I
ONSHIFT*

t

A

Reactor

3

3

Plant Opgfatore

5

3

and AEGBC&meat
AfLTlnoM^/m -at

dli-ATT S.Tt-tV <tn

MINOTES ff

AVAILABLE 75
MINUTES ff

3

C^.-ft.K.T,

Plant QpeiatioflB

ONSFTE

nnrcTn-ET

StiJftTBffinical

i**.

HE

lf#

Discipline Lead

•

•J

Diractiofl and

^*s.

/^nnt*n1 ***

**

(Emergency
|gi;3|ggag||agj||:g^^

'Nbfificatioa'Com

3
^^^NEi^s^ll!^^

imiUUBB
lagsgggE.NgB

3

•

"y

C*»m»'rTa<n^n!r

DircctoF

4.

PLadiological
AEceesmant and

1

E?^noi4ic<a /T'lME.a

Support of
uaatu

PT> Tt<a^'Vi»n!/*7'm?

3

/n'
A pffui'.fwi &n*

4.

a
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TABLE C-l
Page 2 of 3

MIHBHJM STAEFING SEQimUEIMENTS (STPEGS)
(Includmg Capability for Additional Staffing)

SIAJOR
FUNCTIONAL
ASEA

posmoN
H'l'UE

UNIT 1

nhTQirrcT*

UNIT 2

nmcrm;T-«

Oh ;«.T»-t,»,;«-!

mVSCVTFT

AVAILABLE
<?ft MTNUTES ff

AVAILABLE 75
STT*?UTES ff

42*

d ^t^e<Q,f^

!&Tiid'e3F

Plant System
Enfiiaeariug
Tl tfnnti n-nl/*1,1

1**
.pa

Mainfenancs

1** AND 1
I&C Technicsaa

FiP Tectmiciass
ri^-f^^livo

3»*

actione, eeaich
sad lescua, {nat
aid, and fira
•<:5r»1i4Tn.fT;T*mn?.nn

nal MonitorinFT/

Doeimetiy)

Haat

par Technical

Fira Suppressioa

RBquirementc

Local Supper

1 Support

ty5^nu'1^
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TABLE C-l
Page 3 of 3

MINBHJM STAFFING REQUIREMENTS (STPEGS)
(Including Capability for Additional Staffing)

MAJOR

vrvsr'TTmw A T

AREA

Res cue

POSITION
TITLE

XJNlT^l
nmcCTTCT*

TJNIT2

ONSHEFT".

ONSITE
ONSHIFT

PlautPrQtectiofl

F.tn:t Aid.

AVAILABLE
60-METOTESff

AVAILABLE 75
MDTOTESff

Local Support

Local Support

s

K

TM i*t+ T^^n*a>«4<;nn

Site ACBSSB

^SeGUfity/Cotn

Control and
Acccmntabtlity

Security Plan

AccomitaHlity)

IS

Notes: • For each unaffected unit is. operatioiL, mBintam at least one Umt Supendsor. two Reactor
Operators, and two Plant Operators. la accordance with Section 6.0 of the Technical

Spedficaticms for each miit, the shift crew composition may be less than the minimum

number of operators (licensed or non-licensed) showa above for a period of time not to
exceed two '^ hours in order to accommodate unexpected absences ofon-duty shift crew
members, provided iaimediate actions are taken to restore the crew composition. The
minimum staff for a unit in cold shutdown will be one Senior Reactor Operator, one
Reactor Operator, and one Plant Operator for that umt

•t^^v^^wrt"^^^^^

8r|?|toi;a:cso:nunsct^^

:^?-^^^TT^^y^l.(_ii^7

ictuiisliltiisaMii^^

** ::feese^esrtisas May be covered fiMefl by on-shift personnel assigned other fimctioas.
*** Overall, direction of emergency response to be assumed by fhe Emergency Director at {he
Emergency Operations Facility when all centers are fally mauned. Direction ofminute-tomiaute facility operation remams with senior manager in the Technical Support Center or
Control Room.

# Although such a short response time may be achieved in many cases, it is not possible to
assure this response time in every instance.

W- This position is filled by personae! with. plant operations experience

HI ^ngm^^|l;jR|fia|§|^am?|m^|i|Jc||U!ea^^
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E

v&

.SsSSs^S'S^'^xSKT'

iiSBSES

BSSMKSII

EIISSiSSSSSSB"^

3. '?y Ie SBeS by oajshift pasoflnel assigaed other fanctioss.
IgFor each uaaffecte4 unit in operation; mamtaitt at least one Unit Supen'isor, te'o Reactor Operators; and two Plant
OpBEators. lu accordaac-e with Secfion 5-0 of the Tecimtcal Speci-ficatioas for eacli unit, the stuft crew
composittofi way be leiss thai the •mininmm aunAer ofoperatois (ticeased or noa-ticeased) ,shoRU above &i a
period of time not to exceed two gg hours in orderto accommodate unexpected absences ofon-duty shift crew
tD.eaaSaeis, provided muaediate actions are taken to restore the crew composition. The mwimvnm staff for a unit in
cold shutdown will be one Seflioi Reactor Operat&r, oue Reactor Opetator; and one Plant Operator for feat oait

iIS^«BI@vuyKUSIS|MBB)
!>^2S^^^s^^=:2=s^^i;;:^S^3^^^^^^^
gggiun^g^viaia^jgSliijliggegliiii^^
HI Overall direction of emergency response to be assumed by 1fae Emergeacy Director at the Bmefgeacy Operaftons
Facility when alt centers are fully maimed. Directiou ofuiaufe-to-mtnute facility operation remains with semor
manager in the Technical Support Center or Control Rooia.
ff Although such a short response time may be aclueved in maay cases, it is not possible to assure this response time
ia eveiv mstaace.

kMem^lieiiIiK^aiigjl^
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FIGURE C-I
Page 1 of 1

ONSHIET EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION

Emergency Director (1)

Onsite Commumcator (2)

Unit Supervisor

Shift Technical Advisor

ENS Comiffljmcator (3)

Acting OSC Coordinator (4)

State/County Communicator (5)

Acting Security Manager (6)

Acting Radiological Manager (7)

(1) Shift Manager; (2) Plant Protection (refer to sectiouC.3.10);(3)ReacforOpefator,cuTreatly or previously licensed by

NR.C, or SRO Maflagemeat CertiSed Personnel; (4) Duty Maintfioance Supemsor; (5) Piaat Operator; (6) Security Force
SuperriEsor; (7) Senior Radiation Protectioa Techmciau-
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ONSffiFTJ

HGOKEC-1
Page 1 of 1

I EMERG0WYEESPONSE ORGANIZAUON

Emergency Director (1)

Unit Supervisor

Shift Tedmical Advisor

Acting OSC Coordinator (2)

ENS Communicator (3)

Acting Radiological Manager (4)

State and County Communicator (5)

Dose Assessor (6)

Acting Security Manager (7)

r

(I) Slufi]Sfaa3sB.2i; (2) ?hjit?iatcc.tian (rcfcrfo Bc&tian C.3.10); (35 Reactor Opactor. cmTcnfii- or pim.TtDiulrycmtscd by
V!RC, or iSRO MsaaganmstCGttified PoTSGnacl; (1) Dnti-Mnmtcinancc SnpuvtEoi; (5) PInat Opcistoi; (6) Sccnriti- FDIOC
Supen-uar; (.7) Senior Ttafli'Titfnn Ti-ntec,tionTceImioiaE:

lnB^i^Bffi^SSSiIwi3SifiBuwffl3SS8BIIS56^1iE^^SM
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NOTES: The 10 Radiation Protection Technicians indiids tlie Acting Radiological Manager.
The Acting OSC Coordiaator may fill the role of OSC Coordinator in their alisence.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL OF EMERGENCES
This section offhe Plao. describes ftie oigaaizations required by Qie Statioa durisg a declared

emefgeccy. The daily Station, opesatmg Qrganizatioa is described tit Sectioa 13-1-2 of the Station

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report-

The on-sbiSEmergeacy Resjpoose Organizatioa and the augtaeated Emergeney Respoose
Organization are activated m case of an emergeQcy-

The ofl-shi&EEaergeacy Response Organization has the ioitial responsibility for dedaricg the

emergency classification, pFoviding ttmely notification to Federal, State, and Couaty aufeorities,
developing and providiBg protective actiomecommendatioBs to fhe State aad County authontiesThe emCTgeacy duties offe on-slufl: Response nrganiyafinn are transferred to the ausmetited
Emergeacy Response OrgamzatioQ as the eraeigency respoose facilities are activatedThe augmented Emergency Response Orgaflizatios is provided wife an adequate roster of
available personael to allow for relief and turnover oo a shift basis, ifTequired. Persoimel
relieviag augsiented Emergenq!- Respoiue Ofgaaizafio&positioHS wiU folbw gBidance contamed
in their position based procedure.
Figure C-6, descnbes fee Station Emergency Response coQummications interface imth State,
Comty, and Federal Agen.cies-
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C. 1 Oa-siuft Emergeaey Response Organization

A detailed oa-shi& StafSog AsMysis has beeapeEfaimed. The oa-shift Staffis.g Asal^rsis is
documeafed in the Records Maaagemeaf System as STI 33633906.
Should so. emergency be declared. the Shift Maunager activates 1he on-shift Response

Qrgamzatioa from the nomial opeiatmg staff and assumes fhe duties of &e Emergency
Director. The individuals coastituting the oa-shiftRespoase Orgauization %iU assuoie
feeir respective titles and the responsitulities for their position until relieved as aecessaiyThe oa-shiftRjespoase Qrganizatioa Is composed ofcienibers of the Plant Operatioss staff,

file Shift Teclamcal Advisor, Health Pliysies, Maintenance, Security, and Emergency

Response Teanajs. The oa-shifi Rjespoase OrgEBiizationmay be aipplemented as needed by
fiie Emergency Director as required by the situation. The oa-shift complemeut provides

for the capability of 24 hours per day emergency response. Positions for the on-shift
Emergency Response Qrgamzatfoa are depicted in Figure C-L
The Fuflctiocal Areas and duties of fee on-shift complement, as aa initial Emergency
Ejespoase Qrgasizatioc. are described betowC. 1.1 Command and Control

Upon eatoy iato the Emergeuc}' Plas, the Shift MaaageF imtiall^'- assfflaes Itie
posidoa of Emergency Director until relieved by-the Techoical Support Center
Maaager or the Emergency Operatioos Facility Director. Bie Emecgeacy Director
is respoasitile for the activation and direetion of the Station Emergency E-espocse
OigaoizatiotL and for emurmg r^ources are available to support operafioo o'ver a

proteacted period of time. Afierfhe Emergency Director responsibilities and

authorities are assumed by the Techmcal Support Center Manager or Emergency

Operations Facility Director, fee Shift Manager remains in the Control Room, but

reports to tfae Qperations &faa.ager- The Emergency Director perixams •&s

following fimetioas:

• Recognize, classiiy, and declare the emergency coadition;
• Complete Qotifications and make protective action reeommeadations to off&ite
agencies; and
• Direct onsite emergeccy response activities, laocitor plant CQD.dittoss for
changes in Emergency Action Levels aad emergeacy classifications, and direct
Coctfol Room response to mitigate the anergency coodition.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C

C.l.LI Non-delegible Emergency Director Responsibilities
'• Declare new emergeocy classifications;

• Approve offsite protective action recommendations issued to State
and County authorities;
• Approve r«|Utred notifications to State and Comriy;
• Approve planned exposures in excess of Code of Federal

Rjegulatioos. Title 10. Part 20 limits:

• Authorize tfce use of Potassiumlodide;
• Approve departures from lieense conditions per Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.54(x) for emergeaqr response
activities NOT related to Control Room Operation actions; aad
• Declare eatiy mto the Severe Accident Management Guidelines.
C-l.1-2 Delegable EiB.ergeacy Director Respossibilities

» Request of Federal assistmce tiu-ough the NRC;
* Approve press releases prior to issuance;

• Approve of required mtifieations to -tfae NRC; aad
• Approve ofcommitaieats to the 1'IRC.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C. 1.2 CofflmuoicaticBis

C.1.2J ENS Commmicator
Upon entiy into Ac Emergency Plan, the onsite ENS Commuaicator
reports to the Control E.oom. The ENS ComHiunicator is aaHRjC
Licensed Ejeaetor OperataL The ENS Commusicatcd- peFfomis the

foUowing fimctioHS:

• Initiate notificatioo of&e Emergeflcy Response Orgaiuzation m

accordance wsHb procedure OPCrP05-ZV-IN03, Emergency Rjespon-se

Oigaoizatioa Notifications^ and

• Initiate cosmmmicatioos with the Nuclear Rjggulatory Coimnission.
C.2.2.2 State and County Cotmnumcator

Upon ecfry iato the Emergency Plan tiie on-shift State and Coualy

Commuuicator reports to the Control Room. The State and CouDty

Communicator perfoims the fbUowiog &nctioti:

* Initiate notifications ia accordance with OPGP05-ZV-IN02. Ofisite
Agency Notifications.
C. 1.3 Si^ereisiou of Radiation Protectioc.
Upon entry is.to Sie Emefgenc}' PISQ, die on-shift Lead Radiation Protection

Techmdaa assumes the positioix of Acting Radiological Manager and reports to the
Emergency Dtrector in the Coutrol Room in person or by telephone. The Actmg
Radiological Manager peEfonns the following finactioQs:
« Assist with activation, of the OpeFaticm Support Ce&tei;
• Assess Station radiological and eavirosmeatai ecnditions;

» Respond to radiological problems;
• Identity special radiological protective measures;
• Detemune special Radiation Work Permit reqim-emeofs;

• Verify Emeigeaq? Classification if based oa ladiologieal Emergecey Artioa
Levels;
< Review and racocimend emergency esipssuFes to aneFgency respQB.se

personnel in excess of Code of Federal Regulatious. TifEe 10, Part 20 limits;

• Ensure adequate iaventories of radiological supplies, eqmpmeat, and Radiatioa
Protection persoimel are available; and
• Provide prompt dose projediQu'Htien.requested.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C
C.1.4 Dose Assessment

Upon entry into the Emergency Plan, a qualified on-shift individual fffls the
positioa of Dose Assessor and reports to the Emergency Director ifl the CoHtrol

Room in person or by telephone. The Dose Assessor perfbims tfae following
&nction:
• Provide prompt dose proj ections when requested.
C.1.5 Radiation Protection
Upon entry into the Emeigeacy Plan. on-shift S.adiation Protection persoanel

perfermthe following fuactions:

• Provide health physics coverage for responders accessmg potetttially imlmown
radiological eavmmmeats during emergency conditions;
• Access control and control of dosimefay; and
• Provide in-plant and cmsite radiological surveys.
C.1.6 Field Moiutormg Teams

Upoa entry into the Emagency Plan on-shift Radiation Protection tecimicians
report to the Acting Eadiological Manager to fiU. the role of oasite Field Monitormg
Teams- Other qualified, on-shift persomel may fill tins role.
C-1-7 Emergency Classification

Upon entry into the Etuergency Plan fhe Sliifi Technical Advisor reports to the
Control Room and fills die role ofEmergeaey Classificatioa Advisor. The
Emergency Classificatioa Advisor per&rms fhe ibllowmg function:
• Evaluate plant conditions and recommend emergency classificatioas-
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C. 1.8 EogineeTffig

Upon entry mtcs flie Em.ergeacy Plas, flie Shifi Tectiaical Advisor repE>rts to the
Coateol Room to fill the role of Nuclear Engmeer. The Sluft Techaieal Adw.sor is
available to Control Room personnel 24 hours per day whea either uait is atove
cold shutdown and reports to the Coatrol EJOOEI wifhtB tenimflutes or less after

beass, aotifiedL The Nuclear EagiQeer perfbims flie foflowiag fiuictioBs:
• Evaluate reactor conditions; and

• Assist the Emergency Director iu the cutigatum of accident consequaices.
C.1.9 Secudly
On-shift plant pfofectioa persosnel femaiQ atHieii dut}r statioos ia accordance wMi
die Security PIaa, maless othera'ise directed.
Upon entry into fee Emergency Plan, &e on-shift Security Force SQpereisear

assumes fee position of Acting Security Manager aad reports to the Emergency
Director in the Control Room in person or by tdephoae. At aa Alert orlugher
Emergency Classificatios. the Acting Security NIanager may be relieved by fhe
Security Maaager in flie Teclmic^ Support Center. 'WheQ relieved, they support
Security as needed. The Acting Security Manager perffanns fhe fbUowmg
functions:

• Direct the implemen.tatio'a oifSecurily emerge&cy response activities as

specified ia the Station Safeguards Security Plafi;

• Implement assembly and. accountability effiirts;
• Establish special access coutrols;
• Provide for the exp&dieot entry aad e;dt of 0'nergeBcy vefdcles; aad
• Direct chaages to security operations 'based on radiological coaditioas.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C.L10Rq»air Teams
C.1.1Q.1 Operations

On-sluft Plant Opemtioss persooael are staffed per Tffihmcal
Specifications.

Those Plant Operators: aot assigned QB-shift duties ia the operation of

Ihe units by theEmeigeacy Director report to the Operations Support
Center at an Alert or higjier emergency classificatiQQ- The Efflergeacy
Director can utilize the Plant Operators via the Acting Operatioss
Support Ceoter Coordinator.

The oa-siufi Plant Opea-ations personnel are respoasible for• Operations ofaU reactor-reiated equipment;

• Coordination of activities affecting Statioa stmctares, systems and
componeafs;

• Equipment clearmces;
• Activation of fee brigade aad. emergaacy care teams; sad

• IdeutificatioQ of emergency dassificafions.
C.l.10.2 Maiatenance
Upon eafry into the Emergency Plan, oa-shif6 MaiateQajace peESosnel

report to Ae Operations Support C.enter. The oa-shift Maintenance staff
consists of one mechaaic., two electricians,. md cme I&C technician for

repair team activities. The following fimctioas are fulfilled:

• Provide mechamcal or electrical support for Emergency Core
Cooliog System equipment, eveatimtigatios, and equipment repairs
(medhamo'elec.tndan); and

• Provide assistance with. logic fflaaipulafion, suppoit fer evesai

mitigation and equipment repair and si^iport of digital I&C repairs
(E&Ctedmiciaii).
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C
C.1J1 Supervision of Repair Teams
Upon enfay into ttie Emergency Plan fhe on-shift Dufy Maioteaance Superaisor
assumes file position of Acting Operations Support Center Coordmator (OERP01ZV-SH04) uatil relieved bj &£ Opeiatioas Support Ceafer Coordinator. The
Acting Operations Support Center Coordmatot- reports to tte Emergency DirectQF
in fhe Control Room in peesoa or by telephone. The Acting Operations Suppcat
Ceater Coordiaator perfonas fee follo%iiag fim.ctions:

• Provide QBgoiug maiateaance support to activities assigaed by the EraeFgeacy
Director;
• Ensure emergeacy team. activities are performed is. accordance with approved

procedures and policy;

• Ensure that deviations fiom Sfatiort procedures and NR.C regtilatiors are
approved by file Emergeacy Du'ector;.

< Establish and staff fte Operatioas Sopport CeoteF with oa-sfuftpersosQel to
suppoit plant emergency response activities,, if requested by flae Emergency

Director: and

• Ensure emergeacy teasas fQimed and dispatched are properly bEiefed and. statns
moBitored-

C. LI2 Emergency Respoase Teams.
Emergency Respoase Trams, typically consist ofpersotmd ivho la.sve beenlramed

in the procedures and practices that describe the performance of their duties as

Emergeacy Team members or leaders. As required by the emergency eoaditions,
the Operations Support Center Coordiaatormay temporarily assiga other plant
personnel to the Emergency Teams to assist the regular team members dariag an
emergency.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN

SECTION C

C-2 Aagmeated Emergency Response Organization.
Those members of die Emergency Respoase Organization who are not on site at the time
of the emergency shall be able to augment the ou-sMft Response Orgaaiization within 60 or
90 minutes of an emergency declaration as specified in Table C-l.
The Technical Support Center and Operatioas Sapport Center Emergency Respoase
Organizations are activated at an Alert emergency classification. Positioas for these
facilities are depicted m Figure C-2 and Figure C-3. The Emergency Operations Facility
and Joint luformation Center are staffed at the Alert emergency classification and may be
activated at the discretion of the Emergency Director. Positions for these facUities are

depicted in Figure C-4 aad Figure C-5- The Emergency Operations Facility and Joint
Information Center shall be activated at a Site Area Emergency emergency classification.

The Emergency Operations Facility dose projection capability is activated at aa Alert
emergency classification. Duriag an Unusual Event emergeac}'' classificatioiL, if the

trending of plant coaditions indicates the need for additional support, the Emergency
Director caa activate all or part of the Station Emergency Response Organization to report
to tfae Techmcal Support Center, En-Krgeacy Operations Facility, Jomt Information Cenfer
or Operations Support Center. The process to maiatain a fully staffed Emergency
Response Organization is described in OPGP05-ZV-0003, Emergency Response
OrgamzatioaModifications to tfae Emergency Response Organization may be. made by the Emergency
Director as required by the complexity of the emerge&cy-

The following key Emergency Response Organization positions report to the Technical
Support Center, the Operations Support Ceater, and fhe Emergeac}'- Operations, Facility.
and Joint IfEforniatioa Center, and augment the on-stuft Respoose Orgatiization foBowing
the declaration of an Alert, Site Area Emergeiuy. or General Emergeacy emergency
classificatton. These positions can be staffed by tihe Emergency Director at an Unusual
Event emergency classification.
C-2-1 Technical Support Ceater Manager
The Technical Support Center Manager reports to the Tecbmcal Support Center at
an Alert emergency classification and provides guidance and advice to the Control
Room os. plant design and coordinatmg engineermg actitvities m the areas of
analysis, design modifications, system respoase. and offsite protective action
recommeadations. The Techmcal Support Center Manager may assume the

position of Emergeacy Director from tfae Shift Manager-
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C

C.2.15 Company Spokesperson.
The Company Spokesperson reports to the Joint Information Center at as. Alert and
is respQosibie for providing South Texas Project mfbrmation to fbe. news media,

approves press releases and maintains contact with &e Site Public Affairs
Coordinator, meets with ofisite agency Public iQ&ramtion Officers (PIO) prior to
news briefings, designates personnel to make pHblic commeat on the emergency,
and scliedules frequent news cosferences m. order to apprise media of current
ia&rmationC-2-16 Media Relations Manager

The Media Relations Manager reports to the Joint biformation Center at an. Alert
and is responsible for the timely accurate flow ofurformadoa to the media,
coordinates schedules and announces the press t?riefings and conferences, responds
to media inquiries for infomiatioa, airanges interviews, responds to media
telephone inquiries, coordinates tours to other emergency response facilities as
directed.

C.2.17 Public Inquiry Manager
The Public laquiiy Manager reports to the Joint Information Center at an Alert and
is responsible for mooitoriag media outlets and public iaquiries and reports and
rectifies erroneous information, coordmates activities of media inquiry telephone
responders, ensureB monitorisg ofaen's outlets; coordmates correction of
mmofs/media mismformation. provides pulilic inquiry staff with press releases and
corrected rumor information.
C-2.18 Infonnatron Technology'Infomiatioa Tsdas.ology perstmael provide support for computer-based equipment

as directed m the OSC/TSC and UOJ/JIC.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C
TABLE C-I
PagslofS

RHMMDM STAFFING REQUIREMENTS (STOEGS)
(Eadudmg Capability for Additional StaSiag)

MAJOR
FUNCHONAL

POSITION

AREA

oxsire

oN-smrr*

AVAILABLE
60MINUTESB

Silsms

:^

Conuuaad aad
Control**

2

Sliift Manager

AVAILABLE
90MINDTES#

1
1

TSC Manager
EOF Director
Si
Ou-shift

Commuaicationi

2

Communicator
TSC Coimnuaieator

1

EOF Cora-aujucator

1

II

Snpemsiun of

Radiation Frofettion

Acting Radiological

1

Manager

TSC Radiological

1

Manager

EOF Ridiological
Direefor

lit
Dose Aaaeasmeafa
ffrojections

Kldiation Frotection

lj

Dose Assessor

HeaUh Physics

9

Onsite Radiation

Momtw

3

2.

m

3

m
1

Of&i-te Kasfiation

1
41

Monitor
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2
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mWWWS<WSWSK
Teams

9

K£

Perstuael

Field Monitoring

1
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C
TABLE C-l
Page 2 of 3

MINIMUM STAFFING REQTOREMENTS (STPEGS)
(Including Capal>i!ity for Additional Staffing)

MAJOR
FUNCTIONAL
AREA

posmoN

OHSITE

ON-SfflFT'-

AVAILABLE
60 MSNVTESS

^SSSSSWsffi?^

WSSiSiSiSSS

gg:@;$iegilaUi:jg^£B|SssB
Emergency

Classifications

^

Emergency

1.3

Classificatioa
Adviser

^;^^^.^^:%:j:;: ^^^^^

ISSSaSfiW
Shift Tedmical

Electrical/J&C

I

Mechauical

I

Nuclear

I

®

%»

Security

il

%

IS

Advisor
Engineering

AVAILABLE
SOAHNUTESff

Security

(Staffing is

Sl

per site
Security

I

Electricfaa

land I3

ft¥

Mechafiic

I3

ffff

I&C Technician

1

Supen-tsor

Plan)

<^>Ei:s™^^^;BSa

Operations

Repair Team
Activities
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Specificatiofls
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION

EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C
TABLE C-l
Page 3 of 3

MmiMUM STAEHNG 8EQUIRE5IENTS (STPEGS)
(lacludiag Capability for Additional Staffing)

MAJOR

ONSFCE

rosrnoN

FUNCTIONAL
AREA

ON-SBGGFT*

AVAILABLE
60MINOT'ES#

AVAILABLE
90 MINUTEST

==^-^=

1

OSC Coordiaator

I

Electrical Supervisor
Superrision of
Repair Team

Activitiffit

Media

Information

N
Information

Technology

^~

Mechanical Supeivisor

1

I&C Supereisttt

I

Radiological Coordinator

I

811

SfaffRequired for Joint

Staff for

Infbcmation Center to
fnnctioa
Ki

TSC IT Techfliciaa

Activation

vssssss

s

I
1

EORJ1C IT Technician

i- The Dose Assessor may be filled by'flie Acting. Radiological Manager.
2. The oSsite FMT consists ofoae c[ualified mdividsal to perform ofisife field aionftoriflg and cue driver. Tliere
are 2 teams ot2.
3. Msy be filled by on-shiftiieisonuel assigned other fuuctioas.
* For each -unaffected suit in operation, maiataui at least one Umt Superrisor, two Reactor Operators, aad tu'o
Plant Operators. In accordance with Section <-0 oftfae Teclmical Specifications for each unit; the sluft crew
composiSoa may te less thaa. the Tnifiimum. muabec of operators 0iceased or aoa-ticensed) slicai'n above for a.
pedod of time not to exceed two hours inoiderto accommodateunexpectedabsencesofon-Aity shift cr«w
aembeis, provided immediate actions are taken to res.tore the crew compoBition. The laiiuamm staff fer a unit
in cold shutdown wfU fee one Seaior Bjeaetor Operator, one Reactor Operator, afljd one Plant Operator for that

naifc

For the remaittiag on-shift positions, fee shift composition may be less than the niinTmnm aumlier showa oa
Table C-l for a period of time not to exceed two lioars ia order to accoaunodate unexpected absences of
persomiel. provided immediate actions are tafcea to restore the staffing requirements.
** Overall directioa of emergency response to lie assumed by the Eaergency Director at the Emergency Operations
Facility when all Maters are fully manned. Directioa ofiniaute-to-iaiaute faciHty operatioa remains, with. seaior
maaager in. the Technical Support Ceffter or Coutrol Rooffi.
# AIfliougli such a short response time may be achieved m many cases, it is not possible to assure fhis response
time in. evety icstaace.
#s Augmented Repair Teams may be called out ou au aa-aeeded basis.
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION C

HGUBEC-1
Page I of 1

ON-SffiFT EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION

Emergency Director (1)

Unit Supo-visor

Shift Technical Advisor

Acting OSC Coordinator (2)

ENS Comnmnicator (3)

Acting Radiolgical Manager (4)

State and County Communicator (5)

Dose Assessor (6)

Acting Security Manager (7)

(I) Shift Maasear (2) 'Daty Maiaatenance Supen-isot (3) Reactor Operator, cmreutly UceDSEd by NRC (4) Lead Radiatiaa Pio-teetion
Teclmidm (5) Plant Operator (<) Qualified Individual, may be fitted by His Acfiag Radiological Manager (7) Secaai^' Force Supenisor
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION G

Coordmafor, located in the Operations Support Center on the 41' elevation of the
Mechanica! Auxiliary Building of each imit An emergeacy Assembly Area is located in
fhe Electrical Auxiliaiy Building. This emergency Assembfy Area is utilized for fhe
accountability of Station personnel, other than aon-esseatials, without Emergency
Respotiae OrgaoizatioQ assiemneats during the assembly and accountability process.

The Operations Support Ceatea- is designed tobe faUy activated witfaia approximately
a&er |iofH|c;|[E|aB| |leijHStjoS of an Alert, in co.ojunctioa 'with 'the
Teclmical Support Center. Radiation levels ia. and around the Operations Support Center
are assessed during radiological events.

G.3 Teclmical Support Center
The Technical Support Center is the ousite tedmical support facility for emergeacy
response. TIie Station provides one Tedmical Support Center for each uait- Each facility
is located on the 72-foot elevation of the respective unit's Electrical Auxiliary Building and
is withia a two mmute walldng distance from the umt's Control Roo'm as described in -the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report- In the event of a site-wide emergency, the Unit 1
Teclmical Support Center will be activated. Ofherwise, the Technical Support Center in
the affected unit will be activated. These facilities are equipped to enable response
personnel to monitor the course of an accident aad plan corrective aad recoveiy actions-

Personnel access to the activated Tedbucal Support Center is controlled. Durmg periods
of activation, the affected Tedmical Support Center is staffed coatinuously to provide
plant management and technical support to plant operatiojis perswmel and to reUeve the
reactor operators of peripheral duties and communications not directly related to reactor

system manipulations. The typical layout of each unit's Technical Support Center is
provided in Figure G-3Each Technical Support Center is provided sufficient radiological protection and
momtoring equipment to assure tiiat radiation exposure to any person wdrkmg in the
activated Techoical Support Ceater will not exceed five (5) rem TEDE or tweaty-five (25)
rem thyroid CDE durmg the duration of a declared accident. Should the affected unit's
Technical Support Center become uainhabitable, tfae Emergency Respoase personnel
within the Technical Support Center can relocate to other emergency response facilities
and resume their assigned functions.

The Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) for eacli Techmcal Support Center
is designed to provide a suitable eavironme&t during normal aadpost-accident operation.

including protection from post-accident ladmlogieal releases. The Technical Support
Center HVAC System will be verified when positioned in the recirculation mode- Each
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION G
respective Teclmical Support Center diesel geiieratoi has the capability of continuous
operation, for a mmimum of seven days-

Radiation momtormg and smoke detection capability, alarms and mdicatioos are provided
in each respective Technical Support Center. Detection of high airborne levels of
radioactive materials causes each respective Techaical Support Center HVAC to
automatically switch over to activated charcoal filtratioa- Detection of smoke levels above
tolerance causes the system to automatically isolate.

Each Te<Amc^&u^port C^^^K^signed^tob^fally activated withm approximately eae
||iBuuttB|||| after fiofiJE^^^J ElsclaKSEiuoS of an Alert, in coajunctioQ n'ith
activation of the Operations Support Center- Hie Tedmical Support Center may activate
simultaneously with activstioa of the Operations Support Center.

G-4 Emergency Operations Facility
Tlie Emergency Operations Facility is located in Bay City, Texas at 4000 Avenue F,
approximately 12-5 air miles norfh-northeast of the Station. Figure G-4 depicts the
location compared to the site. The floor plan offhe Emergency Operations Facility Is
depicted on Figure G-5. When activated, fhe Emergency Operations Facility serves as the

primary location for the follo\vmg typical functions:
• Coordination between Station and non-station orgamzations. such as the Department of

State Health SeFrices;
• A coordmation center for the preparation and approval of news releases and bulletms
for release of information to the media and notifications to offsite agencies;

• A central point for coordinatiag all Station offsite dose projection and radiological
momtormg activities at the time of the emergency; and
• The primary location for coordmatmg both tedmical and nofl-techmcal support
activities ofpersonael brought m to assist Station personnel.

The Emergency Operations Facility provides for maaagemeat of overall Station emergency
respoase, coordination of radiological and eavu-oamental assessment^ deteimination of
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SECTION G

recommended offsite protective actions, and coordination ofemerge&c.y response activities

with Federal. State, and County authorities. The Emergency Operations Facility can. be
fully activated wiliiia approximately JSSSESBS 90 nunutes of declaration of Site Area
Emergency or higher. 'Whea- activated, the Emergency Operations Facility will be staffed
by Emergency Response personnel.

A qualified Emergency Operations Facility Director will manage activities in the
Emergency Operations Facility.
Resources are provided m the Emergency Operations Facility for the acquisition, display,
and evaluation of radiological and meteorological data and contammeat conditions
necessary to perform accident assessment and determine protective measures. This

equipment, aad mstmmentation is described m Section H offhis Plan.
The Emergeacy Qperatioas Facility provides for occupancy by Nuclear Regulatory
Commissioa, Federal Emergency Management Agency, State. County, American Nuclear
Insurers, aad Station Emergency Response Organization persomiel.

The Emergency Operations FadUty provides sufficient radiological protection and
moaitormg equipment to assure that radiation exposure to any person worldng ia the

Emergency Operations FactHty will not exceed five (5) rem TEDE or tvveaty-five (25) rem
fhyroid CDE dxiring the duration of a declared emergeQcy. The Emergency Operations
Facility has the capability for decoataminatmg persoanel and providing protecto-e
ctotiimg-

The Emergency Operations Facility has a bacfcup generator that can pro-vide fall load
capability should power be lost. Radiation momtormg and smoke detection capability,
alarms aad mdicatioos are prodded in fhe Emergency Operations Facilify-
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
EMERGENCY PLAN
SECTION G
Coordiaator, located m the Operations Support Center on the 41' elevation, of the

Mechanical Auxiliary Boildmg of each unit. Aa emergency Assembly Area is located in
the Electrical Auxiliary Buildmg. This emergency Assembly Area is utilized for die
accountability of Station personnel, other than non-essentials, without Emergency
Response Orgaiuzatioa assigmnents during the assembly and accoutrtabilily process.

The Operations Support Center is designed to be fully activated within approximately 90
minutes after decJaration of an Alert, in conjunction -with the Tedmicat Support Center.

Radiation, levels in and around the Operations Support Center are assessed during
radiological events.

G3 Technical Support Center
The Technical Support Center is fhe onsite technical support facility for emergency
response. The Station provides one Technical Support Center for each -unit Each facility
is located on the 72-foot elevation of the respective units Electrical Auxiliaiy Buildmg and
is wifhm a two minute walking distance from the iiait's Control Room as described in the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report- In the event of a site-wide emergency, the Unit 1
Technical Support Center wiU be activated. Ofherwise, fh.e Techmcal Support Center m.

the affected unit will be activated. Tliese facilities are equipped to enable response

personnel to monitor the course of an accident and plan coirective and recoveiy actions. •
Personnel access to the activated Tedmical Support Center is controlled. Durmg periods

of activatioi^ the affected Teebiic-al Support Center is staffed coQtumou&ly to provide

plant management and technical support to plant operations personnel and to relieve the
reactor operators of peripheral duties and commuoications not directly related to reactor
system, manipulations. The typical layout of each. umt's Technical Support Center is

provided in Figure G-3.

Each Technical Support Center is provided sufficient radiological protection and
monitoring ecpiipmeut to assure that radiation exposure to any person woddng in the

activated Technical Support Center will not exceed five (5) rem TEDE or taveaty-five (25)
rem thyroid CDE duriag the duratioa of a declared accident. Should (he affected unit's
Technical Support Center become uniohabitable, fhe Emergency Respoose personnel
wifhia the Techmcal Si.tpport Center can relocate to other emergency response facilities
and resume their assigned functions.

The Heating. Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) for each Technical Support Center
is designed to provide a suitable environment during normal and post-accident operation,
mcludiag protection, from. post-accident radiological releases. The Teclmical Support

Center HVAC System \vill be verified wlien positioned in Ae recirculation mode. Each
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SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION
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SECTION G
respective Teclmical Support Center diesel geaerator has the capability of coatmuous
operation for a mimmum of seven. days.

Radiation moaitoriag and smoke detection capability, alarms and mdicatious are provided
m each respective Technical Support Center. Detection ofliigh airborne levels of
radioactive materials causes each respective Technical Support Center HVAC to
automatically switch over to activated charcoal filtration- Detection of smoke levels above
tolerance causes tfae system, to automatically isolate.

Each Technical Support Center is designed to be folly activated wifhia approximately 90
minutes after declaration of an Alert, in conjunction, with activation offhe Operatioas
Support Center. The Tecbmcal Support Center may activate simultaneously with
activation ofAe Operationa Support Center.

G-4 Emergency Operations Facility
The Emergency Operations Facility is located in Bay City, Texas at 4000 Avenue F.
approximately 12.5 air males norfh-northeast of the Station. Figure G-4 depicts the
location compared to the site. The fioor plan of the Emergency Operations Facility is
depicted on Figure G-5. When activated, the Emergency Operations Facility serras as the

primary location for the foltowiag typical functions:
• Coordination between Station and non-sfation. organizations, such as the Department of

State Health Services;
• A coordination center for the preparation and approval of news releases aad bulletms

for release of information to the media and notifications to offsite agencies;
• A central point for coordiaafing all Station oflEsite dose projection and radiological
momtormg activities at the time of the emergency: and
• The primary location for coordinatmg both teclmical and non-techmcal support
activities of personnel brought info assist Station personnel.

The Emergency Operations Facility provides for management of overall Station emergency
response, coordination of radiological and environmental assessment, determination of
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reconuaeaded offsite protective actions, and coordination ofemecgeacy response activities

wifh Federal, State, and County authorities. The Emergency Operations Facility can be
faUy activated vvitbia approximately 90 minutes of declaration of Site Area Emergency or
higher. When activated, the Emergency Operations Facility will be staffed by Emergency
Response persouneL

A qualified Emergency Operations Facility Director will manage activities in the
Emergency Operations Facility.
Resources are provided in the Emergency Operations Facility for the acquisitioo, display,
and evaluatioa of radiological and meteorological data and contaimneQt conditioas
necessary to perfomi accident assessment and determine protective measures. This

equipment and mstrumeatation is described m Section H of this Plan.
The Emergency Operations Facility provides for occupancy by Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Federal Emeieency Management Agency, State, Coimty, American Nuclear
lasurers, and Station Emergeacy Response Organization personnel.

The Emergeucy Qperatioas Facility provides sufficient radiological protection and
mcmitoring equipment to assure that radiation exposure to any person working in fhe

Emergency Operations Facility will not exceed five (5) rem TEDE or tweaty-five (25) rem.
fhyroid CDE during tiie duratioa of a declared emergeacy. The Emergency Opeiations
Facilriy has fhe capability for deconfamiaating persomiel and providmg protectwe
dofhiogThe Emergeocy Operations Facility has a backup generator that can provide full load
capability should power be lost. Radiation momtormg and smoke detection capability,
alarms and mdications are provided ia the Emergency Operations Pacility-
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MATAGORDA COUNTY
NATEMcDONALD
CouKreJuDQg

October 10,2016
South Texs-s Project (STP) Nuciear Operating Compafiy
Emergency Response
P.O. Box 289

Wacfsworth,TX 77483
RE; Letter of Acknowiedgmen.t

To whom This May Concern; ' <
Thte letter is to acknowledga discussions between Matagonfs County and the South Texas Project have
occurred denoting STP's tntent 1» submit a Ucense Amendment Request to the Nudear Regulatory
Commission, We undsrstand this request is being made to change STP's Emergensy Response

Organization augmentatlon timsfrom 60 minutes to 90 minutes (Nudear Engineer & KPs) and 7S
mlnut&s to 90 (nteutes (ati other ERO responders}. It \s our judgsmerttthls change will not Impact STP'S
ability to protect the health and safety of the public.
Mgtagorda County Is .In agreement with STP'$requsst+o change the augmentationfime.
Sincerely,

Nate McOonaid
County Judge

Matagords County
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF 8TAF)IE E-EALTH SERVICES
P^BwlW!

Aiigl.m.'Itaias 7A71»t-?%7
l-.S8i.9SM t.t I

JOHN HBLLERSTBDr, MJ3, rrv: 1 -m-w-ssw
COMMiSSIONBR . ww-n'.dths.stnl&bLTis

September 28,, 2016

South Texas Projwt (STP) Nucleay Opa-ating Compaay •

Emergency Response
P,0. Box 289

Wadsworl^TX ??483

RE: Letter of Ackaowledgmetit - ERO Response Tisao

To Whom This May Conoem:
This letter is to acknowledge dtsousaioas between, the DBpgftise&E of SNs Heal& Seni'iccg and
Ac South Texas Projecf have occuTreiJ dsnoting STP*s intent to subiwf a License Amendmettt
Request to fee Nuclear Regulatory Cofflnussfoa, We ufltostaad fiiis j-eqaest: is bemg isada t<>
cliangs STPls Emfltgcflcy Rcspoflse Oi'ganizatiott augtiientatlon tim(i ftom 60 iniautes to 90
minutes (Nuclear EagBwer & HPs) and 75 a?motes to QO .minutes (fill ofher ES.O responders),
Based on disfflssioos vi-th STP» we &i{pect Sm cbaHgg will. not itap8c( STP' s abilily to protect.

fae totth w^ S.afety ofthe public,

The Depfiffaaeat of State HBaHb Services is in. agreemenf vnth STP's eequsst to chao^ the
aiigraentatioB time,

SlttWrely,

z.
Robert Free
D'epartmait State Hedtfa Services
Manager, EuvlroatBetita.l yomtoring Group; Tnspections Unit

P.O. Box 149347

Austin,'17(78714-3347

An Equal Opportunity SmpSoyer and Prov'isSw

